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John Oag McPhee & Christ’n Cameron 
September 2020 

www.christinaanddonaldmclean.com 

 

How you can use these notes 
• Too much detail?:  Read the summary first, to get the essence of these notes.  

• Research:  These notes are not in a narrative style because it is not intended for the general public.  It is for 
serious researchers.  There are standardized headings and dot-points that are a framework into which new 
details may be placed so that the document can be occasionally updated.   

• Sources:  References are acknowledged throughout.  Much of it is from what is already available on the internet.  
We have not yet directly researched many original physical records. 

• Finding:  You can search this PDF document using Control/F, and relevant key words. 

• Our other documents:  This is one of a series of research notes that are interconnected.  These can be found in 
the SMALL PRINT directory on the left of the homepage.  The notes most relevant to John and Christ’n are:- 

                D50 – ‘Christina McPhee’ – the daughter of John McPhee & Christ’n Cameron 
                D53 – ‘False pathway for searching for an OPR for the birth of Christ’n Cameron 
                D57 – ‘Donald Cameron & Jane Robertson’ – Christ’n’s parents 
                D60 – ‘Other McPhee families’ - genealogies that have not (yet) connected to Christina McPhee 

• Feedback:  Your corrections and comments will be welcomed - via ‘Contact us’ on the website homepage. 

• Authors:  Compiled by Don Gordon, in collaboration with Lorna McLean.  Don and Lorna are GGG-grandchildren 
of Donald and Christina. 

 

Summary 
 
Christ’n Cameron’s parents were probably Jane Robertson and Donald Cameron of Achnacarry.  No Old Parish Records 
for her birth could not be found because the Kilmallie parish records before 1773 are missing.  However, we have 
concluded that she was born around 1771 because she was reported as being 40 years old when she was a witness in a 
court case in 1811.   
 
Christ’n and her older sister, Jean, grew up in Achnacarry were their father operated a large sawmill and their mother 
taught them handicrafts and English. 
 
In 1786, when Christ’n was 15 years old, she married John McPhee and they lived in Crieff.  Later in that same year, Jean 
married Donald MacMillan, on the Callich farm. 
 
Achnacarry and Crieff are 5 kms from each other, near Loch Arkaig, in the parish of Kilmallie.  Callich is 12 kms from Crieff, 
westwards along Loch Arkaig.  They were amongst the 38 farms that comprised the Lochiel Estate which belonged to the 
chief of the Cameron clan.  There were possibly half a dozen families living ini Archnacarry and about four families in 
Crieff. 
 
As with Christ’n, the birth record for John has not been found, but we are confident that he was born in Crieff.  He was 
the last of a long line of tenants of that farm.   For many generations the tenancy was passed from father to son, all 
named John McPhee.    
 
John’s great-grandfather was the first McPhee tenant of Crieff in the first half of the 1700s.  This was a time when the 
Cameron chief was a powerful presence, and clan traditions were strong.  Then John’s grandfather took over the tenancy 
some years before the battle of Culloden in 1746.  After the battle, the Lochiel farms, including Crieff, were rampaged by 
the English troups.  The chief was exiled and the farms were taken over and controlled by ‘factors’ who continued to rent 
Crieff to the McPhees.   
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In 1751, when John’s father took over the tenancy, the role of the chiefs were continuing to decline, highland traditions 
were being destroyed and the new English order was consolidated.  The factor pushed for improvements of farming 
practices.  In 1784, the ownership was passed back to the chief but he remained exiled in France.   
 
In 1787, John and Christ’n’s daughter, Christina, was born.  There are no records of any other children.   
 
In 1788, John’s father died and he took over the tenancy of Crieff.  Black cattle had been the main livestock on the farms 
but sheep were becoming more profitable if properties were fenced.  This led to the enclosures.   
 
In 1804. the Cameron chief and his trustees evicted all the tenants and families from their traditional lands.  John and 
Christ’n (and Christina who was then 17 years old) were forced to leave Crieff.  Jean and Donald MacMillan were probably 
evicted from Callich at the same time.   
 
Most families settled around the outskirts of Fort William.  This is how Christina met Donald McLean and, in 1811, they 
had the first of their 12 children in Blaich, a little west of Fort William. (Christina and Donald are the focus of 
www.christinaanddonaldmclean.com.)   
 
While Christ’n and John were living near Fort William, he was in court twice for old debts which he had accrued while he 
was farming at Crieff.  Christ’n was a court witness for a friend who was facing eviction. 
 
Little is known about their later years.  They probably remained not far from Fort William.  An examination of the censuses 
in 1841 and 1851 was inconclusive, but maybe Christ’n died before 1841 and John lived with relatives as an old man. 
 
Names:  To avoid confusion between people with similar names, throughout these notes, depending on the context:- 

• John McPhee (Christ’n’s husband) is referred to as ‘our John’, ‘John Oag McPhee’, or ‘the 4th John McPhee tenant 
of Crieff’. 

• Christ’n Cameron (John’s wife):  We refer to her as Christ’n in our notes because this is how she is recorded on 
the birth record of her daughter who is also recorded with this same name – ie mother and daughter both 
recorded as Christ’n.   

• Christina McPhee is the daughter of John and Christ’n.  Her birth record has her as Christ’n so, to distinquish 
from her mother, we denote her as Christina.  The BRB also refers to her in this way. 

• Donald Cameron (Christ’n’s possible father) is denoted as ‘our Donald’.  He is not to be confused with Lochiel 
Donald Cameron who was the 22nd chief of the clan. 

• Jean (Christ’n’s sister) was sometimes called Jane, but is referred to as Jean to avoid confusion with their mother 
whose name was also Jane. 

 
..ooOOoo.. 

 

Geography 
 

Localities around Loch Arkaig 
 
First, a geography lesson.  We need to understand the demographics and locations mentioned in these notes. 
 
Clans:   

• Before Culloden in 1746, the Cameron chief who was known as Lochiel, had authority and military strength.   

• The Camerons were the dominant family throughout the Lochaber region.  In the whole Kilmallie parish in the 
1770s, there were 44% Cameron families.  This compares with 11% McLean, 7% McMillan and 3% McPhee (page 
11 of this D55).  An indication of the social dominance and comparitive prosperity of the Camerons is that they 
were 11 of 13 wadsetters on Locheil farms in 1748 (Glengarry p224).   

• None-the-less, in the mid-1700s, there were 23 families of MacPhees in the Glendessary glen (Memoirs p225) and 
“in the Lochiel rentals for 1788 we find that there were ten MacPhees in Glendessary, but most of them were 
evicted in 1804 at the time of the Lochaber clearances” (MacMillan p97 – appendix C).   Of course, apart from 
these ten renters, other McPhee non-renters would have been living on the farms.    
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• The clans got on OK together and there was a lot of intermingling between the families.  It was not surprising that 
the marriage of John and Christ’n was between a McPhee and a Cameron because, of the four families at Crieff in 
1804, as well as our John and Christ’n, two other McPhee men were married to Cameron women. 

 
Population:   

• Marianne McLean estimated that, in 1755, there were possibly 1500 people in 260 families in the 38 farms that 
comprised the Lochiel estate.  And in 1801, there were 2300, just before the clearances (Glengarry p43).  

 
Farming:   

• The Lochiel Estate covers most of the Lochaber area.   The estate was extensive - 107,500 acres or 43,500 hectares 
(Glengarry p46).  

• Of the 38 farms in the estate. “Only two farms, Kinlocharkaig and Invermallie, were located on the south shore of 
Loch Arkaig, but the north shore was more heavily settled, with eight farms: Murlaggan, Callich, Coanich, Kenmore, 
Muik, Sallachan, Crieff and Achansaul.  Each farm in this group extended north to the parish boundary and 
Glengarry’s property, with farmhouses and buildings located in small communities along the loch.  Five farms were 
found near the southern end of Loch Lochy; these included the chief’s residence at Achnacarry” (Glengarry p46).    

• There were extensive stands of timber (4,600 acres).   

• In the 1700s, black cattle were the main source of farm income.   

• At the beginning of the 1800s there was a rapid change from cattle to sheep which required more fencing and less 
man-power.  These were the ‘enclosures’ or ‘clearances’ which resulted in many tenants being evicted from 
around Loch Arkaig. 

 
Localities 

• This map is from page 47 Marianne McLean’s ‘The 
People of Glengarry’.  An extract from this book is 
in our LIBRARY on the homepage of 
www.christinaanddonaldmclean.com.  As a short 
cut, Marianne’s McLean’s book is referred to as 
‘Glengarry’ in these notes. 

• Glendessary:  This is at the western end of Loch 
Arkaig.   

• Glenpean:  This is near Glendessary.  

• Coul farm: Near Glendessary. 

• Callich or Caellich:  Towards the western end of 
Loch Arkaig, on the northern shore of the loch. 

• Arkavie or Arcabhi:  Between Callich and Caonich. 

• Muick, Mock or Muckerel:  This is towards the 
eastern end of Loch Arkaig, on the northern side. 

• Sallachan:  This is between Muick and Crieff.  By 
coincidence, the present MacLean Laird of Ardgour 
lives at a different farm, near Loch Linnhe, which 
happens to be called Sallachan also.  

• Crieff or Creive:  This is between Sallachan and 
Achnasaul.  It is 4 kms from Achnacarry. 

• Ardechive is roughly where the original Crieff was 
located.  It is modern-day holiday accommodation 
described as a ‘traditional crofters cottage’. 

• Achnasaul or Auchnasaul:  This is next to Crieff, towards the eastern end of the loch, on the northern side.  
• Achnacarry farm: This is on the south side of the river which flows from 

Loch Arkaig.  It is 11 kms from the village of Spean Bridge and 20 kms north 
of the Fort William.  It is 5 kms from the Crieff farm – which is over the river 
and along the shores of Loch Arkaig. 

• Achnacarry castle:  Initially built around 1655, it had been the residence of 
the Chiefs of Clan Cameron.  It  was destroyed after Culloden and the chiefs 
were exiled.  The Camerons eventually recovered the property.  The 
original castle had been in ruins for 56 years before a new castle was 

Duisky & Blaich  
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beginning to be built in 1802 - and then was not fully completed for another three decades (pictured on the right).   
• Cameron Museum (pictured).  About 400 metres from the new Achnacarry castle.  
• Viewing the details:  The following link is well worth taking a look because it allows zooming into astonishing details 

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fhistoricscotland.maps.arcgis.com 
 

 
 

Localities near Fort William 
  

• Around 1804, many of the Loch Arkaig families moved to localities about 5 kms north of Fort William – north of 
the junction of the Loch Linnhe and Loch Eil.  

• Banavie:  It is 5 kilometres from Fort William.  This was a farm in Christ’n’s and John’s time and is now a suburb.  

• Camaghael:  North of Banavie, on the shore of the River Lochy. 

• Corpach Moss:  Next to Banavie and Camaghael. 

• Muirshearlich:  Half-way between Crieff/Achnacarry and Fort William.  John might have lived here in his old age. 
 

..ooOOoo.. 
 

Searching for OPR records of John’s birth 
 
Name:   

• Marriage OPR:  “March 1786 – John Oag McPhee in Crieff & Christ’n Cameron in Achnacarry” – see appendix H.  
[Research:  The day in the month of March is not clear on the OPR] 

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fhistoricscotland.maps.arcgis.com
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• In this record, John's middle name is 'Oag'.  This is a Gaelic word meaning 'younger', 'junior' or 'son of'.  It is 
similar to 'Oig' and 'Og' in records of other men. 

• Some genealogical websites have wrongly transcribed his middle name as 'Page'. 

• 'Oag' indicates that there is an older person in the family with the same name, John McPhee.  This could be an 
older brother, father, or grandfather [Research: Check this]..  In this case, our John was probably the last of four 
generations of tenants of the Crieff farm - all named John McPhee – his father, grandfather and great-
grandfather. 

• John can be Jno or Iain. 

• McPhee can be MacPhie, MacFie, McFee or MacFe 

• Criteria:  Search with all these variations. 
 

Year of birth: 

• We can surmise that, when John became the father of Christina, he would have been no younger than 16 years 
old and no older than 50 years.  As Christina was born in 1787, her father must have been born sometime after 
1737 and before 1771 - most likely in the late 50s or early 60s.   

• 1759 is entered as the year of birth by CraigSievenpiper1 in Family Search and by Kaye McArdle on WikiTree as 
well as other public genealogical websites.  No evidence was presented to support this entry but it might have 
been based on the 1851 census when a John McPhee was 92 years old (ie born 1759) and living in Camagahel 
which is near Fort William (appendix T).  However, this census record could not have been our John because 
that household had a Margaret, born about 1787 which is the same year as our Christina.  Margaret and 
Christina, not twins, could not have been full sisters if they were born in the same year.  John was not the father 
of them both, so the census record must have been a different John McPhee.   Although this census is probably 
not our John, nonetheless the year 1759 is reasonable because that year would have made him 28 years old 
when his daughter Christina was born in 1787. 

• Criteria:  Search for John between 1737 and 1771. 
 

Place of birth: 

• The record of their marriage has John ‘in Crieff’ which is near Loch Arkaig.  [Research:  But does ‘in xxx’ indicate 
where he was born, or is this where he was living at the time of their wedding?] 

• Because John was probably the last of four generations of tenants of the Crieff farm (all named John McPhee), 
it is almost certain that he was born at Crieff. 

• Criteria:  Firstly, search near Crieff.  Then the Parish of Kilmallie, which includes Crieff.  Or within a 100 km 
circumference of Crieff.  Otherwise, elsewhere in Scotland.  

 
Findings & conclusions: 

• There are no OPR records for Kilmallie for births prior to 1773.  

• There were 20 births for variants of John McPhee between 1747 and 1771 in all parishes in Scotland – see 
appendix F.  None of these births specified Crieff and indeed anywhere else within the Kilmallie or Inverness 
parishes – and in fact, most of the births were in Bute and so we are probably hampered by big gaps in records 
of births in other parishes.  

• Although there were 20 births naming John McPhee in other parishes, we have no useful criteria to make a 
match to discover if our John was one of these, especially as we are confident that he was born in Crieff (in the 
Kilmallie parish) .  
 

.ooOOoo.. 
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Records of Christ’n’s birth 
 
Year:   

• Our starting point is that she became a mother when she gave birth to Christina in 1787.  

• 1742 to 1772:  When Christ’n gave birth to Christina in 1787, she must have been no younger than 15 years and 
no older than 45 years old. 

• 1771:  It was stated that she was 40 years old when she was a witness in a court case in 1811 (page 29).  The 
notes for the Fort William court case has “Christian Cameron, married, age 40, spouse John McPhee” (Chris 
Doak, appendix B).  She is definitely our Christ’n, because John McPhee is named as her spouse - and Fort William 
is compatible with what we know.  The court clerk who recorded this might not have been concerned about 
accuracy in those circumstances and could have been relying on Christ’n who mightn’t have known her own age 
exactly - especially if it had not been officially recorded originally.  The 40 might be an approximation.  Someone 
might say they are 40 when they were anything from 35 to 45 years old.  This could mean after 1764, but could 
not be much after 1771 because this would have make her too young to be a mother in 1787.  This implies that 
she was 15 years old when she was married and a mother at 16 years – this is surprising, but not impossible.  
[Research: Corroboration is required because we cannot rely only on these court records for a birth year]  

• 1761 or 1765 are entered, without evidence, on various genealogical websites including Family Search, WikiTree 
and MyHeritage.  Although the entries did not offer evidence, these years are reasonable because 1761 and 
1765 would mean Christ'n would have been 26 or 22 years old when she gave birth to Christina in 1787. 

• Search criteria:  Between 1742 and 1772, with particular attention around 1761, 1765 & 1771. 
 

Place:  

• We know that Christ’n was living in Achnanarry before she was married because her marriage record has “in 
Achnacarry”.  As she was a young bride, she probably grew up at Achnacarry and was born there.   

• MacLeod’s memoir implies that Donald and Jane eloped - “they made a runaway match” and she was 
“disowned” (Memoirs p236).  This indicates that they probably did not have any children in Aberdeen or 
elsewhere before moving to Achnacarry. 

• Elsewhere:  Donald Cameron was in Achnacarry in 1774, but Doak stated that, “it is unclear where Donald had 
been before that date” (appendix B).  The memoir stated that he learned his millwright trade in Aberdeen, but 
he might have also lived elsewhere before he married. 

• Search criteria:  Mainly in Achnacarry or other localities at the end of Loch Arkaig.  Otherwise, elsewhere in 
Scotland.  

 
Father:   

• Her father must have had the surname of Cameron because this was her surname in her marriage record and 
the birth of Christina.   

• There was a man with the surname of Cameron at Achnacarry in the early 1770s – this was Donald Cameron, 
the sawmiller.  He could have been Christ’n’s father.   

• The only other male Cameron we have come across was Dugold Cameron who was the father of Mary who was 
born in Achnacarry on 1st April 1775.  The mother was Ann Cameron.  Dugold and Ann did not have any other 
children registered in Kilmallie, or anywhere else, in the following ten years.  Mary was born four years after 
Christ’n.  Maybe they were siblings or cousins, or if not, they certainly knew each other and grew up together 
in this small commmunity.   

• Search criteria:  Men with the surname of Cameron at Achnacarrry at that time, apart from Donald and Dugold. 
It is probably of little relevance to note that, three decades later, in 1802, a Duncan Cameron and John Cameron 
with his wife left from Achnacarry to migrate to Canada (MacMillan p239). 

 
Mother:   

• Donald Cameron’s wife was Jane Robertson, so by implication, she was Christ’n’s mother.   

• Jane is identified by John MacLeod (Memoir p236) who stated that his great-grandmother learnt English and 
handicafts from Jane.  The memoir describes aspects of Jane’s life – see our D57..  

 False path:  Before learning about Donald’s wife, Jane Robertson, and only knowing that he was in Achnacarry 
in 1774, but might have been elsewhere prior to this, we undertook an extensive search for Christ’n with father 
Donald Cameron and mother by any name, in all parishes.  This false pathway was a waste of effort.  Although 
the analysis was unsuccessful, we have attached the search notes to our website, as D53.  It might come in 
handy sometime. 
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 Criteria: 

 If we take it that Christ’n’s father was Donald Cameron, the sawmiller, then it follows that Jane was 
probably her mother. 

 But what If her parents were Ann and Dugold Cameron? 

 Or were there other possible mothers?    
 
Findings 

• There are 56 OPR births from Scotland’s People for Christ’n Cameron (& variants) from 1741 to 1772 (appendix 
E).  Of these, none were in the parish of Kilmallie.  None had a father Dugold Cameron.  None had a mother Jane 
Robertson,.  Five had Donald Cameron as the father and of these, three were in the Fortingall parish, and one 
each in Cabrach and Paisley/Low.  These five have been investigated in detail in our D53 – a false path because 
none had the mother Jane Robertson.. 
 

Conclusion: 

• We have not found any OPRs for Christ’n’s birth – just her marriage to John McPhee and the birth of her 
daughter, Christina 

• Our research has indicated that it is most likely that Christ'n was born in Achnacarry in 1771 to parents Donald 
Cameron and Jane Robertson.  We have no direct evidence of this because, as with John, all the relevant OPR 
birth records are missing - ie none in Kilmallie parish before 1773.  In the absence of an OPR, the basis for our 
conclusions are that:- 

 Born c1771:  Christ’n was born around 1771, certainly not later, but maybe a few years earlier.  This is 
based solely on her being reported as being 40 years old when she was a court witness in 1811.  She 
must have been our Christ’n because that report specified that her husband was John McPhee..  The 
year 1771 would have meant that she was 15 years old at the time of her wedding and became a 
mother when she was 16 years old, which is surprising, but not impossible. 

 Born at Achnacarry:  Christ’n was probably born in Achnacarry because she was recorded as ‘in 
Achnacarry’ on the record of her marriage. 

 Father Donald Cameron:  Christ’n must have had the surname of Cameron because this is on her 
marriage record and the birth of her daughter.  Donald Cameron, the sawmiller is the only male 
Cameron at Achnacarry at that time who we know of.  Dugold Cameron is another contender because 
he was there a few years later when he was the father of Mary in 1775.  

 Mother Jane Robertson:  John Macleod’s memoirs are our only source of any details about Jane.  We 
are most interested in the statement that “It was shortly after the middle of the 18th century that 
Donald Cameron the Miller at Achnacary … brought to Lochaber his young wife Jane Robertson” (p236).  
On these few words we have built a significant section of our family history.  Thus, if Donald was 
Christ’n’s father, it can be concluded that Jane was Christ’n’s mother.  The memoirs have it that Jane 
taught her children handicrafts and English.  None of the chidren’s names were specified in the 
memoirs but OPRs have established Jean was one of those daughers (see xxxxx).   

 Credibility:  What reliance can be placed on the memoirs with descriptions which are not based on 
direct observations?   

 They are stories, written long after the events, of what had been passed down from John 
Macleod’s great-grandmother, to his grandmother, and then his mother.  John was not 
necessarily trying to provide an accurate genealogical record.  He was just trying to repeat 
stories which might be of interest to readers.   

 However, we can rely on the details he provided because he wrote his memoirs with such 
attention to detail.  Some of these details have been corroborated by OPRs and no instances 
have been found where any details have been contradicted by other sources. 

• The possibility of Dugold and Ann being her parents cannot be discounted, but we have less information about 
them, 

• Nor can we exclude the possibility of another Mr Cameron being Christ’n’s father. 
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Christ’n’s siblings 
 

• Jean:  Christ’n had an older sister, born in the late 1760s  – see our D57. 

• Other children of Donald and Jane:  It would be useful to know of any other children, apart from Jean and 
Christ’n, because this paints the picture of the family and helps corroborate what we already know. 

• Other children of Dugold and Ann:  We have the OPR for the birth of Mary (born 1775), but no other children. 

• Conclusion:  Unfortunately, apart from Mary, no OPRs have been found for any possible siblings – in Achnacarry, 
Kilmallie, Aberdeen or anywhere else.  Perhaps they were not registered, or the parish records may have been 
lost, as it is surprising that there were no other children in an era when families had many children.  

 
Findings:   

• Old parish records for Kilmallie are available from 1773 onwards (but not before) – ie, there would be no OPRs 
for Christ’n’s older siblings, but there could potentially be something for her younger siblings – but unfortunately 
nothing has bee found. 

• We have OPRs for Christ’n’s marriage in 1786 and the birth their daughter Christina 1787 

• There are no OPRs for Christ’n’s own birth and the births of her siblings or parents.  And no records of her 
parent’s marriage or records of deaths of these people..  [Research:  Keep looking] 

 
..ooOOoo.. 

 

Children of John & Christ’n 
 

We have been able to confirm only one child of John and Christ’n – Christina who was born at Crieff on 28th April 1787 
(appendix J).  We have no doubts that ‘our’ Christina was John’s and Christ’n’s first child because she was born the year 
after their wedding, (appendix H) and her mother was probably only 16 years old.  So, there were no older siblings before 
Christina.  
 
In a search for Christina’s siblings, we created a table (Appendix G) of births with John McPhee as the father.  We used 
the index from Scotland’s People’ OPRs for the period 1770 to 1811.  There were 29 births, but none had the mother 
Christ’n Cameron, apart from Christina of course.  Eight were born before Christina, so we have DISCOUNTED these 
because we have no doubts that Christina was the first child of John and Christ’n.  Of the 19 who were born after Christina, 
10 were not born in Kilmallie and we have not explored these.  Of the 9 who were born in Kilmallie, we have not explored 
the 7 who were born more than 20 years after Christina, except Ewen, born 1811, because he appears in Family Search.  
This left us with 2 KiImallie births who were born nearest Christina’s birth - Catharine born 1797 and Archibald born 1800.  
Also, we need to have a look at others who have appeared on public genealogy sites, without OPRs – Margret and Ewen:- 
 
Catharine McPhee – born 1797 in Callich:   

• OPR:  Baptized “20th August 1797, McPhee, Catharine Dr of John & of …. [original record left blank here] …. 
Caellich” (Scotland’s People, OPR Births, 520/10106 Kilmallie, p106 of 243 - appendix K).  

• Gap:  1797 is 10 years after Christina’s birth – maybe there were other births in those intervening years.   

• Mother:  The mother’s name is not recorded so we cannot confirm that Catharine is a member of this family.   

• Father:  The father is recorded as John McPhee, but this was a common name in that area at that time.   

• Place:  Caellich (or Callich) is just 14 kilometers west of Crieff.  This indicates that the family might have moved 
from Crieff even though there had been strong McPhee family connections there for many generations - but 
we do not have any other signs of such a move.   

• Public genealogies:  Catherine appears as a member of this family on Ancestry.com, MyHeritage, WikiTree and 
Family Searchand some other sites.   

• Conclusion:  The gap in ages, lack of mother’s name, place away from Crieff – together, these factors indicate 
that Catharine was not a member of this family.  = DISCOUNTED 
 

Archibald McPhee – born 1800 in Kilmallie: 

• OPR:  “1800 April 20 - McPhee – Archd son of John of …[original left blank]….McMillan – Kilmallie” (appendix L) 

• Gap:  Archibald was born 13 years after Christina. 

• Mother:  The mother’s surname was McMillan (first name not specified). 

• Father:  John McPhee.  Our John was almost certainly living in Crieff at this time. 
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• Place:  The birth was in the parish of Kilmallie but the locality within this large parish was not specified. 

• Public genealogies:  Archibald does not appear as a member of this family on any sites. 

• Conclusion: As the Christina’s mother was Christina Cameron – not surname McMillan. = DISCOUNTED.  
 
Margret or Margaret McPhee – born 1789 in Crieff PERTH, 1803 in Urquhart & 1811 in Fort William 

• Family Search:  “Margret McPhee, born 1789 in Crieff Perth, parents John Oag McPhee & Christian Cameron” -  
appendix M. 

• WikiTree: “Margrat McPhee, born March 12, 1803 in Urquhart, Inverness, Scotland - Daughter of John Page 
McPhee and Christian (Cameron) McPhee - Sister of Christina (McPhee) McLean and Catherine McPhee” – 
Source:  WikiTree, Kaye McArdle, profile manager - appendix M. 

• Family Search:  “Margret McPhee, born 1811 in Fort William, parents John Oag McPhee & Christian Cameron” –  
appendix M. 

• OPR:  We have not seen any OPRs for this birth.  The three births are just in the public genealogies of WikiTree 
and Family Search.  

• Mother:  Christina Cameron.  Maybe the person who created these entries in Family Search and WikiTree 
were just assuming that Christina was the mother.  Corroboration is required. 

• Father:  John McPhee 

• Gap:   

 1789 was 2 years after Christina’s birth 

 1803 was 16 years 

 1811 was a gap of 24 years after Christina.  Christ’n was reported as being 40 years old in that year 
(when she was a witness in a court case). 

 It is possible that the first Margret died early and the parents named the next daughter after her – but 
16 years seems a long interval between births of consecutive daughters unless the first Margret died 
in her early teens. 

• Place:   

 Crieff in Perthshire is a 170 kms walk from Crieff on Loch Arkaig.  It is unlikely that Christ’n would, two 
years after the birth of Christina, have moved so far from one Crieff to another Crieff.  

 Urquhart is 150 kms from Crieff on Loch Arkaig and there are no indications that the family had moved 
there by 1803.  On the contrary, they were evicted from Crieff in 1804 and there are indications that 
they moved nearer to Fort William. 

 We are confident that John and Christ’n were living near Fort William in 1811 because Christ’n was a 
witness in a court case there in that year.  

• Public genealogies:  Ewen appears as a member of this family on Ancestry.com, MyHeritage, WikiTree and 
Family Searchand some other sites.   

• Research:  [research: Check this on kirk sessions & court records etc] 

• Conclusion:  Without images of the original documentation (OPRs or kirk sessions etc), we cannot be certain 
that the mother was in fact our Christ’n.  Also, the births in 1789 and 1803 are in the wrong place.  The 1811 
birth is OK for place, but if Christ’n was 40 years old, she would be in the later years for child bearing.  = 
DISCOUNTED 
 

Ewen McPhee  – born 1791 in Kilmallie & 1811 in Garvan: 

• Family Search:  “Ewen McPhee – christened 22nd March 1791 in Kilmallie, parents John Oag McPhee & Christian 
Cameron” – Source Family Search – person IDs Ewen = KHDW-DJC, John = M1PK-WMF & Christina = K8YP-5DC. 

• OPR: “1811, Feb 5 - Ewen McPhee son of John McPhee & Christian Ranken – Garvan” (appendix N) 

• Gap:   

 1791 was 4 years after Christina was born and 2 years after the birth of Margrat. 

 1811 was 23 years after Christina. 

• Place:   

 The 1791 birth was an unspecified location within the large parish of Kilmallie. 

 The 1811 birth was in Gavan which is adjacent to Duisky then Blaich.  Garvan is 16 kms to Fort Wiliam, 
or a 42 km walk to Crieff.  In 1811, Christina gave birth in Blaich – to her first child, Allan. 

• Parents:  

 In 1791, John and Christ’n were in Crieff.  Family Search have attached Christ’n as the mother but we 
need evidence that in fact she was the mother and that the birth was in Crieff.  
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 In 1811, John and Christ’n were probably near Fort William.  But the mother being Christian Ranken 
means that Ewen was not a full sibling of Christina.   

• Research:  [research: For the 1791 birth, find an OPR for and/or check this on Ancestry.com, kirk sessions  etc] 

• Conclusion:   

 For Ewen, birth in 1791 birth in Kilmallie, the only indication that Christ’n is the mother is an entry in 
Family Search, without evidence.  There is nothing to give any confidence that it is likely that he is part 
of our family.  = DISCOUNTED unless there is evidence that Christn’ is the mother and the specific 
location is close to Crieff.   

 The Ewen birth in 1811 birth in Garvan is discounted because the OPR has the mother as Christian 
Ranken rather than our Christ’n Cameron.  = DISCOUNTED  
 

Conclusion:   

• It would be surprising if John and Christ’n only had only one child, Christina.  In those times, there were often 
many children in each family.   

• There are no confirmed records of any of Christina’s siblings.  Catherine, Archibald, Margret and Ewen remain 
discounted unless new evidence is found.   

• Maybe other births were not registered, or some registrations have become lost.   

• This is a pity, because knowing about other children would help build up a picture of this family.  It would help 
corroborate other details we have gathered. 

 
..ooOOoo.. 

 

The lives of John & Christ’n - in context 

 
Everyone’s life is intertwined with the big events swirling them.  In the lifetimes of John and Christ’n and their immediate 
predecessors, there were dramatic changes sweeping across the Highlands, especially around Loch Arkaig.  There are at 
least two stories being told at the same time – the big picture and the family history.  We must show how the personal 
is impacted by the macro, but must not let the macro obscure what we are primarily interested in – our own family 
history.  Another perspective is that the lives of ordinary people influenece the macro because the broad sweeps of 
history are partly determined by how individuals take small steps in reaction to the big events.  It is a two-way process, 
the macro and the micro are always affecting each other.  In order to keep these two together as well as separate, we 
have laid it out in two ways:- 

• Basic family history:  This has any details which can be closely connected to the lives of Christ’n and John.   

• Events around Loch Arkaig: This includes, in blue font, all the same words of the basic family history, placed 
within the time line marking out what was happening around the eastern end of Loch Arkaig over the years.  In 
this section, we look at life on the Lochiel estate, and Crieff and Achnacarry, as it relates to the lives of John and 
Christ’n.  This is in the context of events, social structures, economic changes, agricultural transformation, 
cultural destruction and power struggles between Clan Cameron and the English government. 

 
You can choose to just read the basic family history by itself.  Or you can read it in the context of the other events which 
were occurring around them. 
 
But first, some preliminary notes about tenancies:- 

• Terms:  We must be careful to make relevant distinctions between the meanings of various terms that describe 
how someone might be connected to a particular property – as an owner, factor, laird, landlord, tenant, 
subtenant, cottar, crofter, wadsetter, tacksman, renter, liferenter, manrenter, leasee, possessor, grantee, 
holder, progenitor, laird, ‘of xxx’, ‘at xxx’, ‘in xxx’, or resident.  What is the difference between an estate, farm 
and croft?   

• Power:  What sort of hierarchies were there?  Who had the real power in various aspects of people’s lives.  The 
respective authority, at various times, between the English government, clan chiefs, wadsetters, tenants etc.  
Marianne McLean describes a hierarchy of economic and social influence from wadsetter, then prosperous 
tenant, poor tenants and then down to sub-tenants, cottars, and servants as the very poor (Glengarry p44). 

• Succession:  Were tenancies hereditary in any sense.  Were they ‘owned’ and inherited?  Did a wadset continue 
after someone had died?  Did the tenancy of Crieff pass from father to son, or was there some other process for 
changing tenants. 
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• There was not just one tenant renting the whole farm.  It is not appropriate to refer to John McPhee as ‘the’ 
tenant of Crieff, because, for example, in 1804, there were four tenants at Crieff. Other examples are two John 
McPhees holding Muick and 12 men and women renting Moy (Glengarry p45).   

• For Crieff (as with Duisky) were there written leases which expired on a Whitsunday after 19 years?  
• What is the practical effect of holding a lease?  What entitlements and obligations does this entail?   

 
..ooOOoo.. 

 

Basic family history 
 

Lineage 
• Our John was the last of a line of four generations of tenants of Crieff -  all called John McPhee.   

• As can be seen on the chart (page 16), which spans ten generations, the details are sketchy - just the names of 
the male line and no other details - no birth dates, no death dates, no wives, no women, few siblings, and no 
stories about their lives.    

• John would have been broadly aware of his strong heritage, but he was probably not able to spell out his 
ancestry back past the most recent generations.  

• “John oig (young John) is most likely the son of John McPhee, the renter and possessor of the farm of Crieff (on 
nearby Loch Arkaig) from 1751.  Crieff had lain waste since 1746.  The rental of the farm was taken over by his 
son John in 1788, which I would assume was your John Oig, and held by him till circa 1802. John (1751) is known 
to be the grandson of John McPhee, son of Duncan McPhee, possessor of adjoining Sallachan in 1642.  It is 
possible that John (1751), is the ‘John McCunnachie McPhie’ (John, son of Duncan McPhie), in Sallachan, who 
claimed for losses at the hands of the government troops in 1746.” (Doak – appendix B) 

 

Great-Grandfather:  Our John’s great-grandfather was the first John McPhee tenant of Crieff  

• He was the tenant from 1718 to about 1740 (22 yrs). 

• His father was Duncan. 

• This “John was the progenitor of the Crieff family” (MacMillan p98, appendix C).    

• “In the Lochiel Rentals for 1718 we find the following entries: …. John Cameron [alias McPhee] of Glendesherry, 
that the lands of Mock [Muick], Sallachan, Crieve [Crieff] & Auchnasaul are Woddsetted by Donald Cameron, son 
to Lochzeill [sic] and payes over-plus rent £3.6.8’.  John had, at least, two sons – Ewen and John” (MacMillan 
p97, appendix C).  This means that John had given a loan to Lochiel and then, as payment of interest, Lochiel 
gave John the use of the properties.  “The wadsetters collected the annual rent of their farms, keeping a part 
proportional to the value of their wadsett for their own use and paying the balance to the chief ”  (Glengarry 
p44).   

 

Grandfather:  Our John’s grandfather was the second John McPhee tenant of Crieff 

• He was the tenant from about 1740 to 1751 (11 years) 

• He was holding the lease at the time of the Jacobite Risings in 1745.   

• We have no indications that this John, or any of his close kin, were directly fighting at Culloden.  Because Crieff 
was so close to the centre of the Cameron clan who were among the main combatants, no doubt the McPhees 
would have been well aware of the build-up and they would have reacted to the stories of the various battles.   

• They were certainly on the receiving end of the horrific reprisals which followed.  Their stock and farm buildings 
were plundered.   

• MacMillan stated that “Little is known about them [this John and his brother Ewen] beyond the fact that they 
sustained considerable losses at the hands of Cumberland’s forces after Culloden” (MacMillan p97).  

• The McPhees probably fled and the property laid waste for several years (Doak).  

• When they started re-establishing the farm, it could not be returned to how it was.  Highland life was 
deliberately being destroyed.  The chiefs were in exile and English authority was being imposed.  The McPhees 
were obliged to meet new demands placed on them from the government factor.  

• The McPhees at Crieff would have had to somehow pay the two lots of rent (to the government and to Lochiel) 
as they were re-establishing their farm.  What were the arrangements for these payments – by cash, or in kind 
with farm produce? 
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• These proceeding notes are based on MacMillan’s assertion that John McPhee was the tenant of Crieff, however 
Marianne McLean listed Donald Cameron as the wadsetter of Crieff in 1748 (Glengarry p224).  Marianne McLean 
stated that Donald was one of 13 wadsetters who had lent money to the chief before the rebellion and in return, 
the chief had given Donald the use of Crieff farm in lieu of interest (Glengarry p44).  This Donald Cameron is not 
to be confused with the Donald Cameron who was the chief after 1776, nor was he the Achnacarry sawmiller 
after 1770.  It is not known whether or not Donald was actually living on Crieff.   There might not be an 
incompatiblity with the notion that Donald Cameron was wadsetter of Crieff at the same time as John McPhee 
was the tenant of Crieff – maybe Donald, was in effect, the ‘owner’ and John leased the property from Donald.   
John would have paid the annual rent for Crieff to Donald who would have “kept a part proportional to the value 
of his wadsett for his own use and paid the balance of the rent to the chief” (Glengarry p44).  [Research:  Obtain 
SRO E768/1 for Lochiel wadsetters and renters in 1748/9.] 
 

Father:  Our John’s father was the third John McPhee tenant of Crieff – from 1751 to 1788 (37 years) 

• He took over Crieff just a few years after Culloden and the farm might still not have fully recovered from the 
reprisals after Culloden.  

• The role of the chiefs continued to decline and the new order from the south was consolidated.   

• There were some improvements of farming practices.   

• Status:  What was John McPhee’s standing in the social & economic hierarchy described by Marianne McLean 
(Glendarry p44)  This would have been referring to the time when our John’s grandfather and father (the second 
and third John McPhee) were the tenants of Crieff.  The farm was one of the modest sized properties in the 
Lochiel estate, but it probably had about four tenants.  Our McPhees were not wadsetters and not among the 
most prosperous tenants, but neither were they impoverished.  They had local social status – “people of some 
consequence” (p44).  However, much of Marianne McLean’s description applied to the circumstances in the 
early 1700s – when the second John McPhee was tenant of Crieff.  This social and economic order was under 
attack in the decades after Culloden. 

• Residents:  We have assessed that there were about 24 people in four families living at Crieff at this time.  This 
was estimated by taking into account that Marianne McLean had concluded that, in 1755, there was possibly 
1,500 people or 260 families in the whole Lochiel estate of 38 farms (p43).  This averages 39 people in eight 
families.  Crieff was one of the smaller farms and there are no indications that Crieff had more families than 
neighboring farms.  We are not aware of any population concentrations around that end of eastern end of Loch 
Arkaig – not even around the Achnacarry Castle because this had lain in ruins for the last half the 1700s.  This 
estimate is in keeping with four families listed at the time of evictions in 1804. 

• McPhee authority:  In 1762 Alexander McPhee of Glendessary had claimed to be the Head of the Tribe of 
McPhees from whom personal services were expected (Glendarry p58), however he was not in control of 
extensive farms like the absent Lochiel, so Alexander’s authority probably had little recognition.   

• In the decades after Culloden, the southern government tried to get tenants to improve the ways they used 
their properties.   We have no details of what was happening with farming practices on Crieff over this time, but 
many tenants did not undertake the requirements of Henry Butter, the British factor:  “Most tenants and 
subtenants ignored the advantages of enclosed fields, at least in part because they lacked the skill needed to 
build fences [dry-stone walling] ….. Most of the tenants still had to be convinced that such hard and time-
consuming labour was of any real value.  The traditional practice of removing the livestock to the sheilings [in 
the hills] in the early summer undercut the need for fences since it gave the crops time to ripen” (Glengarry p52).  
Maybe John McPhee was among those who resisted these changes. 

• 1762 & 1772:  As can be seen from the agricultural produce tabulation (Glengarry p48&49), Crieff was one of 
the less productive farms – producing about half the average oat crop.  In 1762, there were 30 black mature 
cattle (black, ‘great’ cows), 8 two-year-olds, 8 one-year-olds (‘stirks’), 4 mares and 2 horses, 30 sheep, 60 goats 
and the oats yield was just 8 bolls of meal from 4 bolls sown. (A boll is equivalent to 6 imperial bushels).  In 1772, 
it had 4 arable acres, 13 acres of grass, 1276 acres of hilly terrain, 42 pasture and oats rate produced ten years 
previously.   

• This compares to averages of well over 10 acres of arable land but they yielded poorly and thus “most families 
still purchased meal for six months or occasionally nine months of the year” (p50)   And it contrasts with an 
average of  67 great cows, 32 one-and-two-year-olds, 86 sheep and over 90 goats.  

• In 1770, the farms on the Lochiel estates were officially forfeited (Glengarry p21) but we do not know how this 
effected our McPhees.   

• Housing:  By 1772, this John McPhee hadn’t built one at Crieff at that stage (maybe never).  Only 11 of the 37 
Lochiel farms had a stone house (Glengarry p52 & p225).  Most probably, the McPhees were living in a creel 
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timber, wattled hut covered with turf.  Cottages were in clusters, not far from the shores of the loch [Research: 
Get detailed map of locations of structures/dwellings]    

• 1776:  Our John’s father, the third John McPhee, claimed for Jacobian losses from the government (MacMillan 
p97).  [Research: Get more specific details of for what loses he claimed – and when.]  

 

John’s childhood 
• Our John was probably born in Crieff in the late 1760s.   

• He grew up on the Crieff farm. 

• Education:  We have no information about what education might have been available to John, but he might 
have somehow become literate as indicated by some speculations about the McLean family bible John might 
have been able to read Gaelic and was able to write a note in English “purchased from me”. See our N20 in Small 
Print on the homepage.   

• The notes on housing and residents in the above section ‘1760 to 1770’ give an idea of what it was like for our 
John as he was growing up in Crieff.  
 

Christ’n’s father – Donald Cameron 

• Who:  It has yet to be confirmed that Donald Cameron is Christ’n’s father.  The only support for this, on the basis 
of the record of her marriage in 1786, is that her father must have had the surname of Cameron, and that she 
was living in Achnacarry prior to the marriage.  At present we know of only two men surnamed Cameron in 
Achnacarry – Donald (sawmiller) and Dugold (father of Mary in 1775).  [Research: Get more evidence whether 
Donald Cameron was the father] 

• "Christian was likely to have been the daughter of Donald Cameron, the mill wright and saw miller at Achnacarry.  
The mill was only constructed in 1767, and he is only recorded there from 1774, so it is unclear where Donald 
had been before that date.  His name is still on the rental at Achnacarry in 1791” (Doak, appendix B).  

• For more details about Donald, see our D57. 
 

Christ’n’s mother – Jane Robertson 
• Donald Cameron’s wife was Jane Robertson (Memoirs p236), so by implication, they were Christ’n’s parents.  

• She belonged to an upper-class family in Aberdeenshire (Memoirs p236).  They were somewhere in a rural area 
of the shire of Aberdeen rather than a big town, because her family had to send Jane away to the town of 
Aberdeen for finishing school. 

• Jane met Donald in Aberdeen when he was there in the town for his training as a millwright.  They eloped to 
Achnacarry.  

• For more details about Jane, see our D57. 
 

Siblings 
• Apart from Christ’n, Donald and Jane had at least one other child – Jean who was probably born before 1770.  

And maybe they had other children, but no evidence has been found for this. 
 

Christ’n’s childhood 

• Christ’n might have been born about 1771 because she was 40 years old when she was a witness in a court case 
in 1811 (page 29 of this D55).  She might have been born in Achnacarry – or elsewhere and her family moved to 
Achnacarry in her childhood. 

• Achnacarry was at a low period as Christ’n was growing up.  The Cameron chief was in exile and was not 
supporting the clan.  The original castle was in ruins and she probably saw little of the new castle because the 
reconstruction was only beginning at the time she left the area many years later. 

• She would have been familiar with the activity around her father’s sawmill. 

• Apart from milling, agricultural activities occurring around the farm are listed in the notes on the 1760s (above).  

• Other structures:  Apart from the ruins of the old castle and the new mill, what sort of buildings were there in 
Christ’n’s time?   Maybe there was no more than a handful of cottages – for how many people?   After the 
destruction following Culloden, five houses, barns and byres were built in 1747 (MacMillan p222).  Was anything 
else constructed more recently?  

• Schooling:   
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 Christ’n probably had no formal education because there were no schools near Achnacarry when 
Christ’n was a child.   

 Parish schools:  The earliest education in the Kilmallie parish was shaped by Ewen MacLachlan.  A parish 
school had been established in Fort William 1760 (Glengarry p54).  And another was approved in 1764 
for Murlaggan, with school-master Alexander McIntosh, toward the western end of Loch Arkaig (p55).  
But these two school were both 20 kms away from Achnacarry, in opposite directions.  A few years 
before Christ’n was old enough to start school, there were 140 scholars at Fort William in 1773.  There 
would have been far more than 140 school age children around Fort William, so it is clear that very few 
were attending school even if there was one within easy walking distance.   

 SPCK schools:  “There were in the extensive parishes of Kilmallie and Kilmonivaig a few S.P.C.K. schools 
where the education was being given in English only.  These however met the needs of anyone who was 
within reach of them.  One should not forget the extent of these continguous parishes, the two largest 
in Scotland” (Memoirs p236).  SPCK is the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge which had 176 
schools in Scotland by 1758.  At first the Scottish SPCK “avoided using Gaelic with the result that pupils 
learned by rote without understanding what they read.  In 1767 it brought in a New Testament with 
facing pages of Gaelic and English text which was more successful as the language of instruction in 
Highland schools was changed from English to Gaelic” (www.SSPCK, p4).  

 The balance between Gaelic Vs English was the ongoing tension in the highlands over these years.  
Although Gaelic was outlawed, it continued to be the main language in the highlands. 

 Peripatetic teaching:  In the absence of actual schools, there were some less-formal opportunities.  
“The early education of the better to do families was very simple.  I have had in my hand the well-
thumbed copy of the English Bible that Miss Jenny Cameron had as her schoolbook as she went from 
house to house among the tacksmen to teach their young folk. It is possible that this volume is in the 
hands of Mrs Eadie of Manchester whose mother showed it to me” (p236).  This was probably around 
Loch Arkaig in Christ’n’s time, but we have no details of which years and which farms Miss Jenny 
Cameron attended.  But, if not her, someone else might have undertaken this role.  ).  [Research: Check 
that this bible is still in safe keeping – and a photo for the website.]   Interestingly, Christina brought a 
Gaelic bible with her when her family migrated to South Australia in 1837 – it is now in the Strathalbyn 
museum. 

 Home schooling:  In either case, Christ’n’s mother had an active role in the education of her children.  
“Jane saw to it that her children got from herself a course of English and practical education…… She 
taught my great grandmother [Jean] to spin and weave linen. … In those days this was an uncommon 
thing for a whole family of boys and girls should get an English education in the fastnesses of wild 
Lochaber” (Memoirs p236).  This implies that, in addition to Christ’n and Jean, there were other siblings, 
boys and girls, learning together.  

 So, Christ’n learnt these handicrafts and some English but it is not clear how far she got with reading 
and writing.  But we know that Christina (Jane’s grand-daughter and Christ’n’s daughter), did not learn 
to read and write. 

• When Christ’n became a teenager, she might have been a servant (but the castle was still in ruins), or maybe 
she worked around the farm.  Or she might have been involved with her father’s mill.  Just guessing. 

• 1784: The estates were officially returned to Lochiel.  Was John aware of this?  Did he celebrate?  How did this 
change affect him? 

• It is easy to get mixed up between the many people called John McPhee around Loch Arkaig, but we believe we 
have the right John McPhee.  All that we need to be certain of is that ‘our’ John was living at Crieff in three 
consecutive years - at the time of his marriage to Christ’n in 1786 (confirmed by the OPR of his marriage), and 
when Christina was born in 1787 (confirmed by the OPR of her birth), and when he took over the rental in 1788 
(confirmed by tenancies records).  Also in 1811 when Christ’n was a witness in court, when John McPhee is 
named as her husband.  The only point that could shake our confidence is if there was a cousin by the same 
name of John McPhee also living at Crieff at that time.  There were several people named John McPhee living 
at Crieff – see the 1804 evictions below. 

 The name was common locally and there were certainly cousins by that name on properties on either 
side of Crieff and other locations along Loch Arkaig.   

 There were a few others by this name who were definitely not our John because they had left the area 
before he was married in 1786:- 

 A John McPhee, who was the tenant of Achnasaul during the ’45, he resettled in Banavie by 
1750 (he was probably the progenitor of the MacPhees of Camaghael (MacMillan p98). 

http://www.sspck/
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 Another John, whose grandfather father (also a John) had been the tenant of Muick, was a 
miller in Arkavie during 1777 (MacMillan p98). 

 Duncan MacPhee and his wife, Isabella, settled in Fort William and had 11 children– all born 
between 1784 and 1808.  One, unsurprisingly, was named John, born in 1790 (MacMillan p99).  
But our John was born before 1771 
 

Marriage of Christ’n & John 
• It’s not surprising that Christ’n’s and John’s paths crossed because Crieff and Achnacarry are just 4 kms apart, 

along the loch and across the river.  There were not a lot of people living in that area.  Maybe the locals got 
together for markets, church, celebrations, or business.  Christ’n’s father was a timber miller so maybe he had 
dealings with Crieff to access some woodlands. 

• 1786: Their marriage is recorded as “March 1786 John oag McPhee in Crieff & Christ’n Cameron in Achnacarry” 
– see appendix H.  

• Christ’n might have been just 15 years old.  We have no information about John’s age at the time of their 
wedding. 

• After the wedding, the young bride moved from Achnacarry, a few kilometres to Crieff.   
 

Birth of Christina 

• Christina was the first child of Christ’n and John.  “McPhee, Christ’n dau. to John McPhee & Christ’n Cameron in 
Crieff April 28th 1787” – appendix J. 

• They might have had other children, but we have not been able to confirm the details - see pages 8 & 9 of this 
D55.. 

 

Tenancy 
• Our John, was the 4th McPhee tenant of Crieff  – from 1788 to 1804 (16 years). 

• He was the last of a line of four generations of tenants of Crieff -  all called John McPhee.   

• By 1788, his father, the third John McPhee had been the tenant for 37 years.  After he died, “The latter’s son 
John succeeded him as tenant by 1788” (MacMillan p98).   

• “John oig (young John) is most likely the son of John McPhee, the renter and possessor of the farm of Crieff ….. 
The rental of the farm was taken over by his son John in 1788, which I would assume was your John Oig, and 
held by him till circa 1802” (Doak, appendix B) 

• When John’s father died this would have been quite a change on the farm.  

• John took over the duties of the tenancy a few years after their wedding, when Christina was a baby.   

• We gather an idea of what it was like living at Crieff in those times by looking at the notes on the life of John’s 
father.  Who (how many) were living there?  How extensive was the property.  What sort of farming.  What sort 
of homes where they living in?  Were there crofts?  What remains of any structures? 

• There were three other tenants of Crieff, but it appears that our John was the main tenant. 

• They were evicted in 1804 

• John might have been in financial difficulties.  In 1794, he was accumulating debts that he was still unable to 
repay and which eventually came to court 11 years later (see notes of 1802 & 1805). 

• We have no details of the activities of John, Christ’n, Christina and any other children who might have been born 
over these years.  

• Donald continued to operate the sawmill.  It was a major operation with selling a large volumes of timber in far 
places (as indicated by sales in 1795). 

 

Evictions (clearances/enclosures)  
• 1804:  With the exception of Achnacarry, all the farms of the Lochiel Estate were sold and all the tenants were 

evicted.  This was to facilitate the enclosing/fencing of grazing areas to enable to transition from cattle to sheep.  
Achnacarry remained the property of the chief of clan Cameron because the new castle was beginning to take 
shape.   

• Crieff was purchased by John Glenevis.  He was John MacSorlie Cameron, second son of Alexander 12th of Glen 
Nevis. 

• Cecil McPhee commented that “My notes are generally fairly accurate, but an actual copy would be helpful.  As 
you can see, there were lots of McPhees all along the north shore of Loch Arkaig, and the above is just one of a 
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number of evictions in 1804.  So, at Crieff, we seem to have the following three or four tenants: John McPhee, 
Alex McPhee (Florie Cameron), John McPhee (2nd? Annie Cameron), and Dugald McPhee.  It is not clear if the 
two entries for John refer to two separate tenants by that name or if it is the same person. I suspect two different 
individuals.  We must also remember that these are only the ‘tenants’ ie. those whose names appear on the lease 
and not all the residents at Crieff” (appendix A)  There must have been two by the name John McPhee because 
one was deceased. 

• “If John McPhee and Christine Cameron lived at Crieff, they would have been evicted in 1804” (Cecil McPhee, 
appendix A).   Along with other evicted families, Christ’n and John had to leave Crieff (with Christina who was 
then about 17 years old) moved to near Fort William.   

• For Crieff and neighbouring farms, this eviction in 1804 was one of a series of shocks which had resulted in the 
decline of clan hierarchy, agriculture, traditional Scottish highland culture, and population after the reprisals in 
1746.  Maybe everything was becoming more and more difficult for the McPhee families on the Crieff farm.  
One indication is that John had been imposed with several debts (see 1802 & 1805, below).  John and his family 
would have experienced the trauma of this upheaval which was inflicted on so many families they knew around 
them.  Finally, they were bring forced away from the land the families had held for generations.  On the other 
hand, the move to the different kind of living nearer to Fort William, might have had some attractions.  And 
these were times when many were excited about the prospects of migrating to the colonies. 

• The harshness which John, Christ’n and Christina endured at Loch Arkaig at the hands of the trustees and Lochiel 
contrasted with the positive approach of Laird Alexander, the 13th McLean of Ardgour, with the re-invigoration 
of the crofting system on Loch Eil in those same years.  Christina was to see this herself when she joined Donald 
McLean at Blaich a few years later.  

• Emigration:  In 1802, there would have been great excitement in Crieff and Achnacarry when over 400 people 
sailed down Loch Linnhe in three vessels, bound for Canada (MacMillan p177).  A meeting of prospective 
emigrants had been held in Achnacarry (Glengarry p142).  Among the passengers were Duncan Cameron and 
John Cameron with his wife from Achnacarry (MacMillan p239), and Angus McPhee with his wife and three 
children from Crieff (MacMillan p237).  Angus was one of eight men in the emigrant party who acted as 
lieutenants to assist the main organizers - Archibald McMillan of Murlaggan and Allan McMillan of Glenpean 
(Glengarry p139).  Maryanne McLean provided a summary of where the emigrants came from (many from 
around Loch Arkaig), a summary of how it was all organized, and an outline of the journey on the brigs Friends 
and Helen and the ship Jane (Glengarry p139-144). 

• New castle:  In 1802, the trustees commenced the construction on a new castle.  The original Achnacarry castle 
had been in ruins for 56 years.  

• Evictions:  In 1804, the trustees, with the support of chief Donald, sold all the Lochiel farms, except Achnacarry.  
And thus the tenants were evicted.  In part, the farms were sold to raise funds for the new castle.  

• Christ’n would have seen little of this because it was around the time they were being forced from the area.  
She had grown up with the ruins and although she had left there to get married 16 years previously, she had 
not been far away in Crieff, and might have noticed the first signs of construction.  She might have not sensed 
the irony that her family and other clan members were being evicted so that their traditional lands could be 
sold to raise funds for the building of the symbol of clan strength – the ‘seat’ for the chief. 

• It is possible that, when they were evicted from Crieff, John and Christ’n moved to stay with her father because 
Achnacarry was not sold, and Donald probably remained there to continue operating the sawmill.  They might 
have been there for at least a while, although we know that they ended up in Fort William.  We know of their 
connections with Fort William because Christ’n and John of the court events in Fort William.  Although of course, 
the Fort William court has jurisdiction for people who are not necessarily living in that town. 

• Residents:  Our assessment of 25 people in 4 families at Crieff in 1755 was still valid for the turn of the century 
because a notice evicting the tenants from Crieff in 1804 named four – our John McPhee, Florie Cameron (widow 
of Alex McPhee), Annie Cameron (widow of John McPhee) and Dugald MacPhee (Cecil McPhee – appendix A).  
Also, there were Angus McPhee with his wife and three children who migrated from Crieff to Canada in 1802 
(MacMillan p237), 

• 1802:  John McPhee of Crieff was in court for an unpaid debt. This was probably ‘our’ John.  “1802 action of 
Patrick Cameron of Glenevis against John McPhee in Crieff for an unpaid debt” (Doak, appendix B). 

• Emigration:  In 1802, Angus McPhee with his wife and three children migrated to Canada from Crieff (MacMillan 
p237).  Angus was one of eight men in the emigrant party who acted as lieutenants to assist the main organizers 
(Glengarry p139).  There were also some from Achancarry – see notes above. 
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John & Christ’n near Fort William 
• Christ’n and John had to leave Crieff (with Christina who was then about 17 years old)  

• “The people evicted from Loch Arkaig had nowhere to go, so they went down to Corpach Moss, and eventually 
moved in with relatives on the farms of Corpach, Banavie and Muirshirlich.  When the Caledonian Canal was 
built 1802-1820, some of them had to move again.  The likeliest possibility is that [John and Christ’n] were 
somewhere there” (Cedric McPhee - appendix A).  

• 1805:  John McPhee was up for a debt which he owed from 11 years previously. “Action of Ewan Cameron, tailor, 
Achintore against John McPhee, Crieff, for an overdue debt of 14s6d from 1794.”  (Doak – appendix B).  Several 
observations arise from this:- 

 Three years previously, John had been before the court for another debt. 

 He is referred to as John McPhee Crieff even though, by then he might have already been living near 
Fort William after being evicted from Crieff the year before.  Or maybe he was in transition and had 
not properly settled away from Crieff. 

 This would probably be our John because he was accumulating debts as the main tenant of the 
Crieff farm – possibly for farm activities.  There were probably other people named John McPhee 
living on Crieff and renting part of this farm. 

 It was a large debt.  What was it for?  It was probably associated with his farming activities since it 
was it goes back to the times when he was the tenant of Crieff.  

 The two actions against John, in 1802 and 1805, indicate that he might have had some long-standing 
financial struggles on the farm going back from before 1794.  

 Why was he indebted to this tailor from Achintore (a little south of Fort William).  Was the debt for 
something about the farm – or did he owe this to the tailor for a fancy kilt. 

 It is a little surprising that he was in debt because many years previously the factor of the Lochiel 
estate had committed to reimbursing tenants when they left a tenancy, for certain improvements 
they had made to housing or fencing etc (Glengarry p51).  But did John get a golden handshake in 
1804?   Probably not – it was an eviction rather than a mutual parting of ways.  

 How was he to pay this large debt when, as he was no longer the tenant of the farm, he did not 
have the agricultural produce to draw upon.  It must have been difficult, otherwise he would have 
paid the debt rather than having to face the court.  

 There are few indications of what Christ’n and John were doing at this time.   

 Where exactly did they live?  Probably somewhere a little north of Fort William.   

 Who was in the household?  Maybe with one of their adult children and grandchildren. 

 How did they sustain themselves now that they could not draw on farm produce?   Times might 
have been difficult, especially as John had debts to pay. 

 1811:  It has been confirmed that the family were living near Fort William because, Christ’n was a witness in 
a court case regarding a friend and neighbour who was living in Fort William.  “An Action in 1811 of Ewen 
Cameron of Erracht against widow Mary McKinnon.  She lived in a house owned by him in Maryburgh [Fort 
William], and he wished to sequest her and have her removed for unpaid rent.  In what I have noted as a 
‘lengthy and complicated case’, I have recorded that one of the witnesses giving evidence in court was 
‘Christian Cameron, married, age 40, spouse John McPhee’.  I would imagine that she was a neighbour or 
friend of Mary, and had spoken in her defense.”  (Doak, appendix B). 

• 1811:  By then, Christina, now 24 years old, and Donald McLean were starting their family in Blaich, with the 
birth of their first child, Allan. 

 

Their old age 
• We do not know when they died: 

 Maybe Christ’n died before she was 70 years old because she could be found in the 1841 census. 
[Research: Check this]  

 John might have lived to be a very old man, as indicated by the 1841 and 1851 censuses.  However, 
caution is needed here because the name John McPhee was common and none of the details 
match closely what we already know - so we are probably confusing several identities in the 
census.  All contenders have been discounted (pages 29-31 of this D55).  [Research: Keep looking] 

 John is entered as dying 'after 1841' by CraigSievenpiper1 in Family Search.  No evidence was 
presented to support this entry.  We have found only one instance that CraigSievenpiper1 might 
have had in mind.  There was a John McPhee who was born about 1766 and was living in 
Blarmachfoldachy which is a little south of Fort William (appendix U), He was in the 1841 census 
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but might have died before 1851 because he could not be found in the later census.  However, 
there was nothing to directly confirm that this record is our John (see page x). 

 
 

..ooOOoo 

 

Events around Loch Arkaig 
 
The text in blue font is a copy of the words in ‘Basic Family History’, above.  It is repeated here so that it can 
be seen in the context of broader events which were occurring. 
 
Before 1700 
 

• Chiefs 
 Clan:  The Camerons were dominant around Loch Arkaig.   

 The chiefs of Clan Cameron were known as Lochiel.   
 They controlled the vast Lochiel estate comprising 38 farms. 
 16th Chief:  Allan, was the son of 15th chief’s younger brother.  He became the chief in 1565 when he 

was 3 years old.  As a 29 year old, he led the clan at the Battle of Glenlivet in 1594. He observed the 
Battle of Inverlochy in 1645, when he was aged 83.  He died in 1647 after being chief for 82 years. 

 17th Chief: 
 Sir Ewen Cameron who was the grandson of 16th chief.  
 He became chief in 1647 when he was 18 years old.   
 He was the most famous chief in Clan Cameron history.   
 He arranged for the building of the original Achnacarry Castle.  This was in 1655, early in his 

reign. 
 He was away in London when Clan Cameron fought at the Battle of Mulroy in 1668.   
 He had authority and military strength. 
 He died in 1719 after being the chief for 72 years [Research: Check this] 

• Achnacarry:   
 Achnacarry Castle was built in 1655, as a residence of the Chiefs of Clan Cameron 

• Crieff 
 Crieff is adjacent to Achnasaul, Sallachan and Muick, which are towards the eastern end of Loch Arkaig.  

Glendessary is not far away, at the western end. 

 “Angus MacPhee of Glenpean fought under the banner of Sir Donald Balloch of Dunnivaag against the 
King’s forces at Inverlochy in 1431 [Inverlochy is near Fort William, there were two battles there - 1431 
& 1645]. … After 1466, the MacPhees were settled in Glendessary where they held their lands in sword-
service to the MacKintoshes until 1665.  There were three offshoots of the Glendessary family – those 
in Achnasaul. Muick, and Sallachan.  They all can be traced back to a common ancestor.  There is nothing 
extant on record of the names of Angus MacDuffee’s sons and grandsons, but the names of his great-
grandsons are recorded – Duncan, Angus, and Ewen.  The third of this line was the immediate progenitor 
of the families of Auchnasaul, Muick, and Sallachan, and when the main line of the Glendessary family 
terminated sometime before 1678, the chiefship of the Lochaber MacPhees was vested in the eldest son 
of the Achnasaul family” (MacMillan p96, appendix C).  

 “In the 1642 rental of Glendessary …. In the same rental we find the names of the three brothers for 
Auchnasaul, Muick, and Sallachan” - they are the sons of Duncan and the grandson of Ewan:- 

 John - for the 2 penny lands of Achnasaul and for the penny land of Sallachan 

 Duncan – “he is mentioned as being the possessor of the same lands [Achnasaul, Muick & 
Sallachan], but as he is the immediate progenitor of the Sallachan branch and it is likely that 
he tenanted that part” (MacMillan p97, appendix C) 

 Ewen - for the penny land of Muick and Ark 
 “Duncan MacPhee, who was the possessor of Sallachan in 1642, had two sons – John and Duncan.  John 

was the progenitor of the Crieff family, and his younger brother carried forward the Sallachan line.  
John’s grandson, who bore the same Christian name, was possessor of the 11/2 merks land of Crieff in 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clan_Cameron
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1755, and the latter’s son John succeeded him as tenant by 1788”  (Macmillan p98 – see our appendix 
C)   

 We havedissected the above details in the following notes. 

 Our John’s great great grandfather - Duncan McPhee: 
 “Duncan MacPhee, who was the possessor of Sallachan in 1642, had two sons – John and 

Duncan” (MacMillan p98 – appendix C).   
 He might have lived to an old age, because he had Sallachan in 1642 and then his son (Duncan 

junior) took over the tenancy 75 years later, in 1717.  [Research: Maybe there was a missing 
generation or two.]   -  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lineage 
• Our John was the last of a line of four generations of tenants of Crieff -  all called John McPhee.   

• As can be seen on the chart (page 16), which spans ten generations, the details are sketchy - just the names of 
the male line and no other details - no birth dates, no death dates, no wives, no women, few siblings, and no 
stories about their lives.    

• John would have been broadly aware of his strong heritage, but he was probably not able to spell out his 
ancestry back past the most recent generations.  

• “John oig (young John) is most likely the son of John McPhee, the renter and possessor of the farm of Crieff (on 
nearby Loch Arkaig) from 1751.  Crieff had lain waste since 1746.  The rental of the farm was taken over by his 
son John in 1788, which I would assume was your John Oig, and held by him till circa 1802. John (1751) is known 
to be the grandson of John McPhee, son of Duncan McPhee, possessor of adjoining Sallachan in 1642.  It is 
possible that John (1751), is the ‘John McCunnachie McPhie’ (John, son of Duncan McPhie), in Sallachan, who 
claimed for losses at the hands of the government troops in 1746.” (Doak – appendix B) 

 
[Research:  We need to recheck this perplexing sequence of four John McPhees.  Maybe we should get facsimiles of 
original rental documentation in the Edinburgh archives that Somerled MacMilllan, Cecil McPhee and Chris Doak had 
found.] 
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1700 to 1745 
 

• Chiefs 

 This was a time when the Cameron Chief was a powerful presence and clan traditions were strong.  

 Sir Ewen, the 17th Chief died in 1719 and his son, Lord John MacEwen Cameron, became the 18th Chief.  
He wasborn in 1663.  Created Lord Lochiel in the Jacobite peerage on 27 January 1717.  He fought at 
the Battle of Glenshiel in 1719.  Then he became chief when he was 56 years old, but was exiled and 
so his son, Donald effectively became the chief.  He died in exile at Nieuport in Flanders in 1748. 

 The 19th Chief, Donald, ‘The Gentle Lochiel’, a son of the 18th.Lochiel.  Born 1695 and at 24 years, in 
1719, he became the chief when the 18th was exiled.   

• Crieff  

 Great-Grandfather:  Our John’s great-grandfather was the first John McPhee tenant of Crieff  

 He was the tenant from 1718 to about 1740 (22 yrs). 

 His father was Duncan. 

 This “John was the progenitor of the Crieff family” (MacMillan p98, appendix C).    

 “In the Lochiel Rentals for 1718 we find the following entries: …. John Cameron [alias McPhee] of 
Glendesherry, that the lands of Mock [Muick], Sallachan, Crieve [Crieff] & Auchnasaul are Woddsetted 
by Donald Cameron, son to Lochzeill [sic] and payes over-plus rent £3.6.8’.  John had, at least, two sons 
– Ewen and John” (MacMillan p97, appendix C).  This means that John had given a loan to Lochiel and 
then, as payment of interest, Lochiel gave John the use of the properties.  “The wadsetters collected 
the annual rent of their farms, keeping a part proportional to the value of their wadsett for their own 
use and paying the balance to the chief ” (Glengarry p44).   

• Achnacarry 

 The castle was the main residence of the chiefs in these times. 
 
1746 - Culloden 
 

• Chiefs 

 The 19th Lochiel Donald, who was known as ‘The Gentle Lochiel’, led the Camerons as one of the main 
clans to support of Bonnie Prince Charlie when the Jacobian cause was regathering strength in 1745.  
It all ended in the bloodied fields of Culloden where Donald was badly wounded, but escaped. 

 Lochiel went into hiding.  After five months, in the company of the Prince, Lochiel fled to France.  He 
died there a few years later, after being the effective chief for 29 years.  His son, John became the 20th 
chief. 

• Crieff  

 It is not known what involvement John McPhee, and the other people living at Crieff , had with the 
Jacobite rising.    

• Achnacarry 

 Because they were living next to the castle, the residence of the Gentle Locheil, no doubt the people 
of Achnacarry would have been very much involved in the Jacobite rising. 

 
1746 to 1750  
 

• Chiefs 

 The new Chief was John, the 20th who became chief when his father died in 1748.  He was born in 1732 
and so was 16 years old when he became the chief.  He had to remain in exile.   

• Context 

 Aftermath:  After the battle, the Duke of Cumberland’s troups swept through the highlands pursuing 
anyone involved with the failed rebellion, as well as many who were just innocent highlanders.  In their 
rage, the troups destroyed everything they could lay their hands on, and took live-stock.  “Crops were 
completely destroyed, houses and furnishings burned or removed, and stock taken away” (Glengarry 
p20).   

 All but three of the 37 farms on the Lochiel estate were subject to the military reprisals.  

 Sequestration:  The Lochiel farms were taken over and they were referred to as being under the 
Commissioners of Forfeited Estates.   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Cameron_of_Lochiel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacobite_peerage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nieuwpoort,_Belgium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flanders
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 Authority:  The English government was determined to exert power over the highlands and to 
annihilate the clan structures.  The chief had to live in exile.   

 Factors:  The government established control by appointing factors – the first was Robert Livingston 
from 1746 to 1755 (MacMillan, p246). 

 Traditions:  Many highland traditions were outlawed - such as the wearing of kilts and speaking Gaelic.  

 Rent:  “After the establishment of civil rule, the people were allowed to return to their former places of 
abode, to rebuild their huts, and to replant their desolated patches of crop-land.  The Government 
received them as their own tenants, exacting rent from them – in justice let it be said – a moderate and 
reasonable rent.  They cheerfully paid it; but impoverished as they were by the spoliation of the soldiery, 
they remitted a second rent regularly and faithfully to Lochiel in France” (Clerk p17). 

 Social structure:  “The wadsetters were next to the chief at the top of the local social and economic 
ladder” (Glengarry p44).  In 1748, a quarter of the families were wadsetters and tenants while the 
remaining three quarters of the population were subtenants, cottars and servants (Glengarry p44).   

• Achnacarry 

 The people in Achnacarry would have been terrified by the raiding troups.  They hid where-ever they 
could and were overwhelmed by the devastation around them.  

 Cumberland’s troups burned down the old Achnacarry castle and destroyed other structures, including 
the sawmill.  

 In 1747, Mr Cameron of Fessifern entered into possession of Achnacarry and built five new houses, 
barns and byres (cattle-houses)  (MacMillan p222).  This Mr Cameron was probably Lochiel’s brother, 
John.  This is confirmed by Maryanne McLean who stated that in 1746-7, “John Cameron of Fessfern, a 
wadsetter, rented Kilmallie and Achnacarry for 10 pounds” (Glengarry p44) 

 Achnacarry was valued at 1 merk in 1748 – compared to 11/2 merks for Crieff in 1755 (Glengarry p95). 

• Crieff  

 Grandfather:  Our John’s grandfather was the second John McPhee tenant of Crieff 

 He was the tenant from about 1740 to 1751 (11 years) 

 He was holding the lease at the time of the Jacobite Risings in 1745.   

 We have no indications that this John, or any of his close kin, were directly fighting at Culloden.  Because 
Crieff was so close to the centre of the Cameron clan who were among the main combatants, no doubt 
the McPhees would have been well aware of the build-up and they would have reacted to the stories 
of the various battles.   

 They were certainly on the receiving end of the horrific reprisals which followed.  Their stock and farm 
buildings were plundered.   

 MacMillan stated that “Little is known about them [this John and his brother Ewen] beyond the fact 
that they sustained considerable losses at the hands of Cumberland’s forces after Culloden” (MacMillan 
p97).  

 The McPhees probably fled and the property laid waste for several years (Doak).  

 When they started re-establishing the farm, it could not be returned to how it was.  Highland life was 
deliberately being destroyed.  The chiefs were in exile and English authority was being imposed.  The 
McPhees were obliged to meet new demands placed on them from the government factor.  

 The McPhees at Crieff would have had to somehow pay the two lots of rent (to the government and to 
Lochiel) as they were re-establishing their farm.  What were the arrangements for these payments – 
by cash, or in kind with farm produce? 

 These proceeding notes are based on MacMillan’s assertion that John McPhee was the tenant of Crieff, 
however Marianne McLean listed Donald Cameron as the wadsetter of Crieff in 1748 (Glengarry p224).  
Marianne McLean stated that Donald was one of 13 wadsetters who had lent money to the chief before 
the rebellion and in return, the chief had given Donald the use of Crieff farm in lieu of interest 
(Glengarry p44).  This Donald Cameron is not to be confused with the Donald Cameron who was the 
chief after 1776, nor was he the Achnacarry sawmiller after 1770.  It is not known whether or not 
Donald was actually living on Crieff.   There might not be an incompatiblity with the notion that Donald 
Cameron was wadsetter of Crieff at the same time as John McPhee was the tenant of Crieff – maybe 
Donald, was in effect, the ‘owner’ and John leased the property from Donald.   John would have paid 
the annual rent for Crieff to Donald who would have “kept a part proportional to the value of his 
wadsett for his own use and paid the balance of the rent to the chief” (Glengarry p44).  [Research:  
Obtain SRO E768/1 for Lochiel wadsetters and renters in 1748/9.] 
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1750 to 1760 
 

• Chiefs 

 20th Chief John remained away in exile. 

 Chief John “lent his influence to the raising of the Lochiel men for the service of the government” 
(Wikipedia).  Could this mean that he cooperated with the English government – against the wellbeing 
of the clan he should have been leading?   

 1759:  Chief John, was allowed ‘home’, but it is not clear whether he lived in Achnacarry, which was 
still in ruins – or lived elsewhere in Scotland or England. 

• Context 

 Population:  Marianne McLean estimated that there were possibly 1500 people in 260 families in the 
Lochiel estate in 1755 (Glengarry p43).  There were probably somewhat more than this prior to the 
retributions following Culloden. 

 Factors:  The first government factor was Robert Livingston, who was followed by Alexander Campbell 
in 1755, then by Mungo Campbell and in 1758, by Henry Butter (MacMillan p246).  

 With the chief away in France, the people of Lochiel turned to the main tenants and wadsetters for 
leadership in providing for their families (Glengarry p56)   

 “The people who lived in Lochiel in the mid-eighteenth century formed a close-knit, hierarchical 
community. …. Lochiel was characterized by a complex social organization with every social and 
economic level of traditional society.  Lochiel included tenants, subtenants, and cottars. …. The very 
poor mentioned on several Lochiel farms and the bigger tenants and wadsetters who were so prominent 
in Lochaber”. (Glengarry p43).  It is interesting that Marianne McLean does not mention crofts which 
were a key feature around Blaich at that time. 

 “In 1748, 25% of the 260 odd families in Lochiel were wadsetters and tenants, while the remaining 
three-quarters of the population were subtenants, cottars, and servants” (Glengarry p44).  

 “The thirteen men who had acquired their farms through wadsetts were next to the chief at the top of 
the local social and economic ladder.  In the years before the rebellion, these men had lent Lochiel a 
total of 2355 pounds stirling and were given the use of a farm in lieu of interest. …. The wadsetters 
collected the annual rent of their farms, keeping a part proportional to the value of their wadsett for 
their own use and paying the balance to the chief ” (Glengarry p43&44).  By this means the wadsetters 
accumulated considerable wealth and local influence, especially in the absence of the chief. 

 “The socio-economic level below the 13 wadsetters were the tenants of the other 21 farms. …..The 
tenants who possessed the other 21 Lochiel farms formed the next major social group on the estate.  
These men and women all held their land directly from the landlord and were people of some 
consequence in the community  There were differences, however, both in the size and quality of the 
farms they rented and in the tenant’s social and economic status.  Eleven farms were each rented by 
only one tenant” (Glengarry p44).  Marianne McLean gave examples of the number of tenants and rents 
for some of the 11 farms (but not Crieff) – John McLachlan on Achintore, John Cameron on Fessfern, 
Evan McPhee on Kenmore, two John McPhees on Muick, 12 who rented Moy, and there were multiple 
tenancies for Annat (Glengarry pp44&45). [Research:  Get the details for Crieff].  So, some tenants were 
almost as well off as wadsetters, whereas other tenants were poor.  The very poor included some 
tenants, but mainly subtenants, cottars and servants.  

• Crieff –  

 Father:  Our John’s father was the third John McPhee tenant of Crieff – from 1751 to 1788 (37 

years) 

 He took over Crieff just a few years after Culloden and the farm might still not have fully recovered 
from the reprisals after Culloden.  

 The role of the chiefs continued to decline and the new order from the south was consolidated.   

 There were some improvements of farming practices.   

 Status:  What was John McPhee’s standing in the social & economic hierarchy described by Marianne 
McLean (Glendarry p44)  This would have been referring to the time when our John’s grandfather and 
father (the second and third John McPhee) were the tenants of Crieff.  The farm was one of the modest 
sized properties in the Lochiel estate, but it probably had about four tenants.  Our McPhees were not 
wadsetters and not among the most prosperous tenants, but neither were they impoverished.  They 
had local social status – “people of some consequence” (p44).  However, much of Marianne McLean’s 
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description applied to the circumstances in the early 1700s – when the second John McPhee was tenant 
of Crieff.  This social and economic order was under attack in the decades after Culloden. 

 Residents:  We have assessed that there were about 24 people in four families living at Crieff at this 
time.  This was estimated by taking into account that Marianne McLean had concluded that, in 1755, 
there was possibly 1,500 people or 260 families in the whole Lochiel estate of 38 farms (p43).  This 
averages 39 people in eight families.  Crieff was one of the smaller farms and there are no indications 
that Crieff had more families than neighboring farms.  We are not aware of any population 
concentrations around that end of eastern end of Loch Arkaig – not even around the Achnacarry Castle 
because this had lain in ruins for the last half the 1700s.  This estimate is in keeping with four families 
listed at the time of evictions in 1804. 

 “John’s grandson, who bore the same christian name, was possessor of the 11/2 merk land of Crieff in 
1755” (MacMillan p98).   

 “John McPhee [was], the renter and possessor of the farm of Crieff (on nearby Loch Arkaig) from 1751.  
Crieff had lain waste since 1746.  .…. John (1751) is known to be the grandson of John McPhee, son of 
Duncan McPhee, possessor of adjoining Sallachan in 1642.  It is possible that John (1751), is the ‘John 
McCunachie McPhie’ (John, son of Duncan McPhie), in Sallachan, who claimed for losses at the hands 
of the Government Troops in 1746” (Doak, – appendix B).  

 In 1755, when the third John McPhee was the possessor of Crieff, it was described as a 11/2 merk 
property. (Macmillan p171 & p98 –  appendix C)   

 
1760 to 1770 
 

• Chiefs 

 McPhee authority:  In 1762 Alexander McPhee of Glendessary had claimed to be the Head of the Tribe 
of McPhees from whom personal services were expected (Glendarry p58), however he was not in 
control of extensive farms like the absent Lochiel, so Alexander’s authority probably had little 
recognition.   

 Chief John died in 1762.  He had been chief for 14 years. 

 21st Chief:  Charles became the chief after Chief John died.  Charles was John’s brother (ie both were 
sons of the 19th Lochiel).  Charles was about 26 years old when he became the new chief. 

 Charles was not living in Achnacarry and probably had little to do with clan affairs.  The people at 
Achnacarry and Crieff and other farms were barely aware of what their chief was doing even though 
they probably had to pay his dues. 

• Context 

 Farm improvements:  In December 1758 Henry Butter was appointed factor to act on behalf of the 
English government.  He wanted the tenants to build stone houses (to do away with the creel huts and 
‘timber wattled huts covered with turf’), make dykes (fences) along farm boundaries, enclose a few 
acres for winter hay and other fencing, crop rotation, extend arable land by planting potatoes in rough 
ground, drain or clear wet and stony fields.  Tenants were assured that, when they left, they would be 
compensated for such improvements (Glengarry p51&52).   

 Butter’s responsibilities and influence was extensive - it included the Barnsdale area as well as the 
Locheil farms, and also three other annexed and forfeited or estates (Glengarry p225).  “By 1767, Henry 
Butler was able to introduce a plan, with the approval of the Barnsdale tenants, which emphasised the 
orderly use of the land.  The small amount of arable was strictly regulated; one-third was to be tilled 
each year in rotation.  Between each crop of oats, a crop of pease or other green vegetables was to be 
grown and potatoes were to be planted on uncultivated land so as to increase the amount of arable 
land.  The soil was to be manured with seaweed, if available, or with dung from nearby pastures” 
(Glengarry p34).  Maryanne McLean implies that the Barnsdale tenants adopted Butler’s vision for 
improving farm practices more so than the Locheil farmers.  “In spite of Butter’s enthusiasm and 
authority, agricultural improvements proceeded slowly in Lochiel” (Glrangarry p53).   

 “Until 1770, the Barons of the Exchequer, and then the Annexed Estates commissioners ‘improved’ and 
‘civilized’ the Lochiel estate without substantially changing community life or the clansmen’s world 
view.  Much of the success that officials enjoyed lay with the gentlemen tenants, who were more easily 
convinced of the benefits of stone houses, English schooling or commercial agriculture.  In general, the 
people of Lochiel preserved the essential elements of traditional life over this period, while adapting to 
new social and economic conditions” (Glengarry p42).  ‘Gentlemen tenants’ was probably referring to 
outsiders rather than locals like John McPhee. 
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• Achnacarry 

 Sawmill:  There was an earlier mill at Achnacarry which was destroyed by Cumberland’s troops in 1746, 
but one was eventually rebuilt in 1759 (Glengarry).  [Research: Find the quote]  However, Doak has it 
as being constructed in 1767.  “The mill was only constructed in 1767” (Doak - appendix B) 

 In the mid 1760s “an Inverlochy merchant, estimated the value of the timber …. manufactured at the 
estate mill at Achnacarry to be between 200 and 300 pounds yearly” (Glengarry p56)  This was mainly 
fir trees at that time, but later (1795) Donald Cameron was also selling large quantities of oak and birch.  
In a 1772 listing, there was 454 acres of wood on the Achnacarry farm and there were other forests on 
farms around that end of the Loch Arkaig.  There were 4600 acres under timber throughout the huge 
Lochiel estate, but in practice, most of this would have been too far away from the Achnacarry mill. 

 In 1762 Achnacarrry (with Killross, Strone & Corpach) had 120 great black cattle, 33 two-year old cows, 
33 yearling cows (stirks), 12 horses, 8 mares, 120 sheep and 160 goats.  There were crops of oats 26 
bolls sown which produced 42 bolls of meal.  (A boll = 6 bushels) 

 By 1772 there were 19 arable acres, 119 acres of grass, 134 acres pasture (soum), 4111 acres of hilly 
terrain, 454 acres wood, and no sheilings.  There were 24 bolls of oats sown which yielded 36 bolls of 
meal.  These numbers are below the averages for all the Lochiel farms.  So Achnacarry was not one of 
the larger farms around Loch Arkaig but it was certainly an active farm, requiring several families to 
operate it and draw their sustenance from it.    

 Structures:  The castle was in ruins but there must have been other buildings in Achnacarry.  The 
existence of a mill indicates that there would have also been some kinds of accommodation for the 
families of workers in the mill and forests.   There must have been some cottages. 

• Crieff 

 The third John McPhee continued as the tenant throughout the 1760s. 

 In the decades after Culloden, the southern government tried to get tenants to improve the ways they 
used their properties.   We have no details of what was happening with farming practices on Crieff over 
this time, but many tenants did not undertake the requirements of Henry Butter, the British factor:  
“Most tenants and subtenants ignored the advantages of enclosed fields, at least in part because they 
lacked the skill needed to build fences [dry-stone walling] ….. Most of the tenants still had to be 
convinced that such hard and time-consuming labour was of any real value.  The traditional practice of 
removing the livestock to the sheilings [in the hills] in the early summer undercut the need for fences 
since it gave the crops time to ripen” (Glengarry p52).  Maybe John McPhee was among those who 
resisted these changes. 

 1762 & 1772:  As can be seen from the agricultural produce tabulation (Glengarry p48&49), Crieff was 
one of the less productive farms – producing about half the average oat crop.  In 1762, there were 30 
black mature cattle (black, ‘great’ cows), 8 two-year-olds, 8 one-year-olds (‘stirks’), 4 mares and 2 
horses, 30 sheep, 60 goats and the oats yield was just 8 bolls of meal from 4 bolls sown. (A boll is 
equivalent to 6 imperial bushels).  In 1772, it had 4 arable acres, 13 acres of grass, 1276 acres of hilly 
terrain, 42 pasture and oats rate produced ten years previously.   

 This compares to averages of well over 10 acres of arable land but they yielded poorly and thus “most 
families still purchased meal for six months or occasionally nine months of the year” (p50)   And it 
contrasts with an average of  67 great cows, 32 one-and-two-year-olds, 86 sheep and over 90 goats.  

 
1770 to 1780 
 

• Chiefs 

 Chief Charles died in 1776 after being Lochiel for 14 years. 
 22nd Chief:  The new chief was Donald, a son of 21st.  Donald was born in 1769 and became the chief in 

1776, when he was 7 years old.  The young chief did not live in Achnacarry and his ‘tutors’ probably 
had little interest in clan matters affecting the people on the Lochiel farms.   

 “With Donald Cameron away in France, the people of Lochiel turned to the chief tenants and wadsetters 
for leadership in providing for their families” (Glengarry p56).   

• Context 
 Population:  In the Kilmallie parish (which includes Ardgour as well as all of Lochaber), in the years 

1773,74 & 75, there were 206 births - 44% had a Cameron father and/or mother, 11% McLean, 7% 
McMillan and 3% McPhees.  These figures are just indicative – they were for the whole parish and 
probably underestimate the number of Camerons around Loch Arkaig.  It should be noted that there 
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are different boundaries for the Lochiel estate, Lochaber and Kilmallie parish - and Loch Arkaig is just a 
small part of these entities. 

 Law & order:  “By 1770 cattle rustling had ended and deserters were no longer given refuge” (Glengarry 
p58).   

• Crieff –  

 The third John McPhee continued as the tenant throughout the 1770s. 

 In 1770, the farms on the Lochiel estates were officially forfeited (Glengarry p21) but we do not know 
how this effected our McPhees.   

 Housing:  By 1772, this John McPhee hadn’t built one at Crieff at that stage (maybe never).  Only 11 of 
the 37 Lochiel farms had a stone house (Glengarry p52 & p225).  Most probably, the McPhees were 
living in a creel timber, wattled hut covered with turf.  Cottages were in clusters, not far from the shores 
of the loch [Research: Get detailed map of locations of structures/dwellings]    

 1776:  Our John’s father, the third John McPhee, claimed for Jacobian losses from the government 
(MacMillan p97).  [Research: Get more specific details of for what loses he claimed – and when.]  

 John’s childhood 
 Our John was probably born in Crieff in the late 1760s.   

 He grew up on the Crieff farm. 

 Education:  We have no information about what education might have been available to John, but he 
might have somehow become literate as indicated by some speculations about the McLean family bible 
John might have been able to read Gaelic and was able to write a note in English “purchased from me”. 
See our N20 in Small Print on the homepage.   

 The notes on housing and residents in the above section ‘1760 to 1770’ give an idea of what it was like 
for our John as he was growing up in Crieff.  

• Achnacarry -  
 In the early 1770s, a small garden enclosure near the farmhouse was made in Achnacarry – one of the 

few farms where this was done (Glengarry p52 appendix E) 

 Housing:  By 1772, there were still no stone-houses at Achnacarry.  We know this because Achnacarry 
(& Crieff) were not listed among 11 of the 37 Lochiel farms that had a stone house (Glengarry p52 & 
p225).   

 Christ’n’s father – Donald Cameron 

 Who:  It has yet to be confirmed that Donald Cameron is Christ’n’s father.  The only support for this, 
on the basis of the record of her marriage in 1786, is that her father must have had the surname of 
Cameron, and that she was living in Achnacarry prior to the marriage.  At present we know of only two 
men surnamed Cameron in Achnacarry – Donald (sawmiller) and Dugold (father of Mary in 1775).  
[Research: Get more evidence whether Donald Cameron was the father] 

 "Christian was likely to have been the daughter of Donald Cameron, the mill wright and saw miller at 
Achnacarry.  The mill was only constructed in 1767, and he is only recorded there from 1774, so it is 
unclear where Donald had been before that date.  His name is still on the rental at Achnacarry in 1791” 
(Doak, appendix B).  

 For more details about Donald, see our D57. 

 Christ’n’s mother – Jane Robertson 
 Donald Cameron’s wife was Jane Robertson (Memoirs p236), so by implication, they were Christ’n’s 

parents.  

 She belonged to an upper-class family in Aberdeenshire (Memoirs p236).  They were somewhere in a 
rural area of the shire of Aberdeen rather than a big town, because her family had to send Jane away 
to the town of Aberdeen for finishing school. 

 Jane met Donald in Aberdeen when he was there in the town for his training as a millwright.  They 
eloped to Achnacarry.  

 For more details about Jane, see our D57. 

 Siblings 
 Apart from Christ’n, Donald and Jane had at least one other child – Jean who was probably born before 

1770.  And maybe they had other children, but no evidence has been found for this. 
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 Christ’n’s childhood 

 Christ’n might have been born about 1771 because she was 40 years old when she was a witness in a 
court case in 1811 (page 29 of this D55).  She might have been born in Achnacarry – or elsewhere and 
her family moved to Achnacarry in her childhood. 

 Achnacarry was at a low period as Christ’n was growing up.  The Cameron chief was in exile and was 
not supporting the clan.  The original castle was in ruins and she probably saw little of the new castle 
because the reconstruction was only beginning at the time she left the area many years later. 

 She would have been familiar with the activity around her father’s sawmill. 

 Apart from milling, agricultural activities occurring around the farm are listed in the notes on the 1760s 
(above).  

 Other structures:  Apart from the ruins of the old castle and the new mill, what sort of buildings were 
there in Christ’n’s time?   Maybe there was no more than a handful of cottages – for how many people?   
After the destruction following Culloden, five houses, barns and byres were built in 1747 (MacMillan 
p222).  Was anything else constructed more recently?  

 Schooling:   
 Christ’n probably had no formal education because there were no schools near Achnacarry 

when Christ’n was a child.   
 Parish schools:  The earliest education in the Kilmallie parish was shaped by Ewen MacLachlan.  

A parish school had been established in Fort William 1760 (Glengarry p54).  And another was 
approved in 1764 for Murlaggan, with school-master Alexander McIntosh, toward the western 
end of Loch Arkaig (p55).  But these two school were both 20 kms away from Achnacarry, in 
opposite directions.  A few years before Christ’n was old enough to start school, there were 
140 scholars at Fort William in 1773.  There would have been far more than 140 school age 
children around Fort William, so it is clear that very few were attending school even if there 
was one within easy walking distance.   

 SPCK schools:  “There were in the extensive parishes of Kilmallie and Kilmonivaig a few S.P.C.K. 
schools where the education was being given in English only.  These however met the needs of 
anyone who was within reach of them.  One should not forget the extent of these continguous 
parishes, the two largest in Scotland” (Memoirs p236).  SPCK is the Society for Promoting 
Christian Knowledge which had 176 schools in Scotland by 1758.  At first the Scottish SPCK 
“avoided using Gaelic with the result that pupils learned by rote without understanding what 
they read.  In 1767 it brought in a New Testament with facing pages of Gaelic and English text 
which was more successful as the language of instruction in Highland schools was changed 
from English to Gaelic” (www.SSPCK, p4).  

 The balance between Gaelic Vs English was the ongoing tension in the highlands over these 
years.  Although Gaelic was outlawed, it continued to be the main language in the highlands. 

 Peripatetic teaching:  In the absence of actual schools, there were some less-formal 
opportunities.  “The early education of the better to do families was very simple.  I have had 
in my hand the well-thumbed copy of the English Bible that Miss Jenny Cameron had as her 
schoolbook as she went from house to house among the tacksmen to teach their young folk. It 
is possible that this volume is in the hands of Mrs Eadie of Manchester whose mother showed 
it to me” (p236).  This was probably around Loch Arkaig in Christ’n’s time, but we have no 
details of which years and which farms Miss Jenny Cameron attended.  But, if not her, 
someone else might have undertaken this role.  ).  [Research: Check that this bible is still in 
safe keeping – and a photo for the website.]   Interestingly, Christina brought a Gaelic bible 
with her when her family migrated to South Australia in 1837 – it is now in the Strathalbyn 
museum. 

 Home schooling:  In either case, Christ’n’s mother had an active role in the education of her 
children.  “Jane saw to it that her children got from herself a course of English and practical 
education…… She taught my great grandmother [Jean] to spin and weave linen. … In those 
days this was an uncommon thing for a whole family of boys and girls should get an English 
education in the fastnesses of wild Lochaber” (Memoirs p236).  This implies that, in addition 
to Christ’n and Jean, there were other siblings, boys and girls, learning together.  

 So, Christ’n learnt these handicrafts and some English but it is not clear how far she got with 
reading and writing.  But we know that Christina (Jane’s grand-daughter and Christ’n’s 
daughter), did not learn to read and write. 

http://www.sspck/
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 When Christ’n became a teenager, she might have been a servant (but the castle was still in ruins), or 
maybe she worked around the farm.  Or she might have been involved with her father’s mill.  Just 
guessing. 

 
1780 to 1790 
 

• Chiefs 

 The years of neglect continued with the next chief – the 22nd Chief Donald. 
 The young chief did not live in Achnacarry and his ‘tutors’ probably had little interest in clan matters 

affecting the people on the Lochiel farms.   
 The Lochiel estate was returned to Lochiel in 1784.  Donald, the 22nd Chief was 15 years old at the time 

and had never been to the estate. 
 Rather than chiefs, maybe the wadsetters were more relevant to daily life on Achnacarry, Crieff and 

neigbbouring properties. 
 Although the chief (and trustees) were again owning the farms of the Lochiel estate, including 

Achnacarry, none of the chiefs after Culloden took a personal role in improving conditions on the farms.  
It had been thought, rightly or wrongly, that the chief was traditionally much more than the landlord - 
that he had should have had a broad responsibility for the general wellbeing  of all his clan, particularly 
those living on his properties.  After Culloden and the exile of the chief, he became a remote figure – 
remotely located in France and not-remotely concerned about fate of the members of his clan.  
Marianne McLean describes how this gap was partly filled by the wadsetters who were more relevant 
to daily life on the Lochiel farms.  However, by English design, the formal authority was taken by the 
factors.  

• Achnacarry 

 1784: The estates were officially returned to Lochiel.  Notably, this was Achnacarry of course, but it 
would have also included Crieff and many other farms.  Were Christ’n’s family and other people living 
on Achnacarry aware of this change of status of the Lochiel estate.  Did they celebrate? 

 In 1786, Christ’n left Achnacarry when she got married. 

 Her father remained on the farm after Christ’n had moved to Crieff. 

• Crieff –  

 1784: The estates were officially returned to Lochiel.  Was John aware of this?  Did he celebrate?  How 
did this change affect him? 

 It is easy to get mixed up between the many people called John McPhee around Loch Arkaig, but we 
believe we have the right John McPhee.  All that we need to be certain of is that ‘our’ John was living 
at Crieff in three consecutive years - at the time of his marriage to Christ’n in 1786 (confirmed by the 
OPR of his marriage), and when Christina was born in 1787 (confirmed by the OPR of her birth), and 
when he took over the rental in 1788 (confirmed by tenancies records).  Also in 1811 when Christ’n 
was a witness in court, when John McPhee is named as her husband.  The only point that could shake 
our confidence is if there was a cousin by the same name of John McPhee also living at Crieff at that 
time.  There were several people named John McPhee living at Crieff – see the 1804 evictions below. 

 The name was common locally and there were certainly cousins by that name on properties 
on either side of Crieff and other locations along Loch Arkaig.   

 There were a few others by this name who were definitely not our John because they had left 
the area before he was married in 1786:- 

− A John McPhee, who was the tenant of Achnasaul during the ’45, he resettled in Banavie 
by 1750 (he was probably the progenitor of the MacPhees of Camaghael (MacMillan 
p98). 

− Another John, whose grandfather father (also a John) had been the tenant of Muick, was 
a miller in Arkavie during 1777 (MacMillan p98). 

− Duncan MacPhee and his wife, Isabella, settled in Fort William and had 11 children– all 
born between 1784 and 1808.  One, unsurprisingly, was named John, born in 1790 
(MacMillan p99).  But our John was born before 1771. 
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 Marriage of Christ’n & John 
 It’s not surprising that Christ’n’s and John’s paths crossed because Crieff and Achnacarry are just 4 kms 

apart, along the loch and across the river.  There were not a lot of people living in that area.  Maybe 
the locals got together for markets, church, celebrations, or business.  Christ’n’s father was a timber 
miller so maybe he had dealings with Crieff to access some woodlands. 

 1786: Their marriage is recorded as “March 1786 John oag McPhee in Crieff & Christ’n Cameron in 
Achnacarry” – see appendix H.  

 Christ’n might have been just 15 years old.  We have no information about John’s age at the time of 
their wedding. 

 After the wedding, the young bride moved from Achnacarry, a few kilometres to Crieff.   

 Birth of Christina 

 Christina was the first child of Christ’n and John.  “McPhee, Christ’n dau. to John McPhee & Christ’n 
Cameron in Crieff April 28th 1787” – appendix J. 

 They might have had other children, but we have not been able to confirm the details - see pages 8 & 
9 of this D55.. 

 Tenancy 
 Our John, was the 4th McPhee tenant of Crieff  – from 1788 to 1804 (16 years). 

 He was the last of a line of four generations of tenants of Crieff -  all called John McPhee.   

 By 1788, his father, the third John McPhee had been the tenant for 37 years.  After he died, “The latter’s 
son John succeeded him as tenant by 1788” (MacMillan p98).   

 “John oig (young John) is most likely the son of John McPhee, the renter and possessor of the farm of 
Crieff ….. The rental of the farm was taken over by his son John in 1788, which I would assume was your 
John Oig, and held by him till circa 1802” (Doak, appendix B) 

 When John’s father died this would have been quite a change on the farm.  

 John took over the duties of the tenancy a few years after their wedding, when Christina was a baby.   

 We gather an idea of what it was like living at Crieff in those times by looking at the notes on the life 
of John’s father.  Who (how many) were living there?  How extensive was the property.  What sort of 
farming.  What sort of homes where they living in?  Were there crofts?  What remains of any structures? 

 There were three other tenants of Crieff, but it appears that our John was the main tenant. 

 They were evicted in 1804 
 
1790 to 1800 
 

• Chiefs 

 The chief’s presence:  Chief Donald did not visit Achnacarry until 1990, when he was 21 years old.  He 
came with his wife.  This might have been the first time that any chief had been at Achnacarry since his 
grandfather was exiled 44 years before.  The castle was still in ruins and maybe chief Donald began to 
think about rebuilding the castle and to reestablish it as the official residence of the chief – a project 
which was commenced 12 years later.   

 Our Donald and Jane would have felt the contrast with how the small community was functioning 
without the presence of a chief.  He was no longer a distant figure, now he was right here.  Did our 
Donald the sawmiller have much personal contact with Donald the chief.  And did Jane have anything 
to do with the chief’s wife.  In any case, apparently his wife did no want to remain there and the couple 
left, prehaps after a year or so, and never lived there again.  He apparently spent most of his life in 
France. 

 Trustees:  In the meatime, the chief had unwisely borrowed against the assets of the Lochiel estate and 
he was found to be unfit to run it.  So trustees managed the estate.  This must have been a source of 
tension between Donald and the trustees for many years.  

• Context 

 Population:  In 1793, the population of the whole parish of Kilmallie was 4225 and Maryanne McLean 
indicated that half of these might have been living on the Locheil farms (Glengarry p43) - ie about 2112 
people. 

 Cattle & sheep:  On the Lochiel estate, “several of the Cameron tacksmen tried the new method of 
[sheep] farming in order to pay the increased rents set by Donald Cameron of Lochiel in 1793.  The 
statistical account of Kilmallie parish, prepared in that year, indicated that three quarters of the parish 
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was laid out in sheep farms, while the other quarter still raised black cattle.  In all there were 6000 
cattle, 500 horses, 1000 goats and 60,000 sheep stocked in Kilmallie.  ….. The relatively low rental of 
Lochiel suggests that much of the black cattle farming carried out in the parish in 1793 was 
concentrated on the Lochiel estate.  The change to sheep farming seems to have occurred on a farm-
by-farm basis there, as successive tenants adapted to the new economy.  The removal of small tenants 
was spread over a number of years, of which the 1804 clearance of Glendessary and Locharkaigside 
was the most notable” (Glengarry p68-69).     

• Crieff  

 Our John continued as tenant of Crieff throughout the 1790s. 

 John might have been in financial difficulties.  In 1794, he was accumulating debts that he was still 
unable to repay and which eventually came to court 11 years later (see notes of 1802 & 1805). 

 We have no details of the activities of John, Christ’n, Christina and any other children who might have 
been born over these years.  

• Achnacarry 

 Donald continued to operate the sawmill.  It was a major operation with selling a large volumes of 
timber in far places (as indicated by sales in 1795). 
 

1800 to 1810  
 

• Context 

 Population:  Marianne McLean (Glengarry p43) estimated that there were 1500 people in the Lochiel 
estates in 1755, 2112 in 1793 and 2300 in 1801.  Maryanne commented that the 1801 figure might 
have been an underestimate.  It seems however, that the population was steadily increasing by an 
average of 1% per year over the half century regardless of considerable emigration to Canada and 
America.  But the clearances were about have an impact on the numbers living on the farms. 

• Evictions (clearances/enclosures)  
 1804:  With the exception of Achnacarry, all the farms of the Lochiel Estate were sold and all the tenants 

were evicted.  This was to facilitate the enclosing/fencing of grazing areas to enable to transition from 
cattle to sheep.  Achnacarry remained the property of the chief of clan Cameron because the new castle 
was beginning to take shape.   

 Crieff was purchased by John Glenevis.  He was John MacSorlie Cameron, second son of Alexander 12th 
of Glen Nevis. 

 Cecil McPhee commented that “My notes are generally fairly accurate, but an actual copy would be 
helpful.  As you can see, there were lots of McPhees all along the north shore of Loch Arkaig, and the 
above is just one of a number of evictions in 1804.  So, at Crieff, we seem to have the following three or 
four tenants: John McPhee, Alex McPhee (Florie Cameron), John McPhee (2nd? Annie Cameron), and 
Dugald McPhee.  It is not clear if the two entries for John refer to two separate tenants by that name or 
if it is the same person. I suspect two different individuals.  We must also remember that these are only 
the ‘tenants’ ie. those whose names appear on the lease and not all the residents at Crieff” (appendix 
A)  There must have been two by the name John McPhee because one was deceased. 

 “If John McPhee and Christine Cameron lived at Crieff, they would have been evicted in 1804” (Cecil 
McPhee, appendix A).   Along with other evicted families, Christ’n and John had to leave Crieff (with 
Christina who was then about 17 years old) moved to near Fort William.   

 Chief Donald continued with the evictions while he was still living in France.  “It is perfectly clear …. that 
Donald Cameron 9th [sic – otherwise designated 22nd p185] of Lochiel, was largely responsible for the 
changes which took place on this own estates that led to the Glendessary and Loch Arkaig clearances 
….. These cruel evictions were entirely his own doing, as can be judged by the legal processes drawn up 
in his name.  Lochiel was thirty-five years of age when the Glendessary and Loch Arkaig clearances took 
place.  He is far from being ignorant or blind to what was happening on his estate, so it is both wrong 
and futile to try and cover up his misdeeds or to put the onus upon his trustees, as if they were entirely 
to blame” (MacMillan p182).   

 In 1804 Duncan Cameron of Fassiefern wrote “Lochiel has had sett [sold] lately, and great are the 
changes that have taken place on both sides of Loch Arkaig, every single tenant is dispossessed.  John 
Glenevis gets Crieff and Sallachan” (McMillan p182).   

 From National Archives/Records of Scotland in Edinburgh - general minute - reference number CS 
17/2/23:   “p161 D [Decree/Decreet] of removing in abs [absentia] etc [in the libel of] Col Donald 
Cameron [of] Lochiel AG [against] Ewen Cameron, and Capt Don Cameron of Strone [above Banavie, 
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Corpach], tacksman of the family of Muich [mid Loch Arkaig] and one half of Kenmore [upper Loch 
Arkaig], Jo [John] McPhee, Florie Cameron widow of the deceased Alex McPhee, Annie Cameron, widow 
of the deceased Jo [John] McPhee, and Dug. McPhee, all tenants, tacksmen or possessors of the farm 
of Crieff, etc” (Doak appendix B)  

 In contrast to the upheaval for those who were forced to leave, some remained and might have done 
quite well.  And others (outsiders) seize the opportunities for themselves:-  

 “That year three McPhee brothers at Coull farm, Glendessary, bought it and the other quarter 
of Glendessary for £610,, when certain parts of the Lochiel’s estates were up for sale.  Those 
brothers were probably the grandsons of John, Wadsetter of Glendessary in 1717” (MacMillan 
p97).   

 MacMillan did not name these brothers, but even if one was named John, it was probably not 
‘our’ John because Coull and Crieff were some distant apart, at opposite ends of the long Loch 
Arkaig.  Coull farm is towards the western end of Loch Arkaig.  It is not Cuil (sounds like Coull) 
which is where the McLean Sallachan farm is located.  Also, it is not Caol, a village near Fort 
William, next to Banavie and Camaghael.  Denis Roxson (appendix D) named it as A’Chuil and 
described it as a ½ merk property located at NM 9492 which is mapped in 1761 on RHP 11608 
“Coule & sheilings of Braidukingie & Glackbrettan = part of Glendessary Coull (1796)”.   

 The following details were from Duncan Cameron of Fessifern (p172 MacMillan):- 
 Crieff, Sallachan, dech, Stradden , the shealings of Moy, Barr as a hog fence, Achinellan  - all 

purchased by John Glenevis 
 Kenmore , Muick & Canoch (Coinich) - sold later. 
 Murlagan & Callich , with shealings – to Duncan Cameron and his sons  - 515 pounds. 
 Glenpean & Corrychassie, Lundallie & Meoble – 360 pounds  - 
 Glaickferna – 230 pounds 
 Mundachuach, south side of Glendessary, Inverskillivuline – to Sandy Roy - 610 pounds 
 Kenlocharkaig, Lagganferna & Glenscamagarie – to the Collector’s son – 360 pounds 
 Invermalley -quite dispossessed 
 Corpach – to be crofted 
 Stroneahunshean (Duncan Campbell’s farm) – to Angus the piper 

 For Crieff and neighbouring farms, this eviction in 1804 was one of a series of shocks which had resulted 
in the decline of clan hierarchy, agriculture, traditional Scottish highland culture, and population after 
the reprisals in 1746.  Maybe everything was becoming more and more difficult for the McPhee families 
on the Crieff farm.  One indication is that John had been imposed with several debts (see 1802 & 1805, 
below).  John and his family would have experienced the trauma of this upheaval which was inflicted 
on so many families they knew around them.  Finally, they were bring forced away from the land the 
families had held for generations.  On the other hand, the move to the different kind of living nearer 
to Fort William, might have had some attractions.  And these were times when many were excited 
about the prospects of migrating to the colonies. 

 The harshness which John, Christ’n and Christina endured at Loch Arkaig at the hands of the trustees 
and Lochiel contrasted with the positive approach of Laird Alexander, the 13th McLean of Ardgour, with 
the re-invigoration of the crofting system on Loch Eil in those same years.  Christina was to see this 
herself when she joined Donald McLean at Blaich a few years later.  

• Chiefs 

 The 22nd Chief Donald Cameron had been born in 1769 and had been Lochiel since 1776.  He might 
have lived in Achnacarry for a few years in the 1790s but then left and never live there again.  Because 
of early concerns that Donald was unfit (he borrowed against the Lochiel assets) the Lochiel estate had 
been managed by trustees until 1819.   

• Achnacarry 

 Emigration:  In 1802, there would have been great excitement in Crieff and Achnacarry when over 400 
people sailed down Loch Linnhe in three vessels, bound for Canada (MacMillan p177).  A meeting of 
prospective emigrants had been held in Achnacarry (Glengarry p142).  Among the passengers were 
Duncan Cameron and John Cameron with his wife from Achnacarry (MacMillan p239), and Angus 
McPhee with his wife and three children from Crieff (MacMillan p237).  Angus was one of eight men in 
the emigrant party who acted as lieutenants to assist the main organizers - Archibald McMillan of 
Murlaggan and Allan McMillan of Glenpean (Glengarry p139).  Maryanne McLean provided a summary 
of where the emigrants came from (many from around Loch Arkaig), a summary of how it was all 
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organized, and an outline of the journey on the brigs Friends and Helen and the ship Jane (Glengarry 
p139-144). 

 New castle:  In 1802, the trustees commenced the construction on a new castle.  The original 
Achnacarry castle had been in ruins for 56 years.  

 It is not known why this was initiated after the original castle had been in ruins for so long, and the 
current chief (22nd Donald) did not seem to have any intention of living there because he was away in 
France.   

 Evictions:  In 1804, the trustees, with the support of chief Donald, sold all the Lochiel farms, except 
Achnacarry.  And thus the tenants were evicted.  In part, the farms were sold to raise funds for the new 
castle.  

 The ScotClans website has “Families were evicted and their lands auctioned off to raise money for the 
complete rebuilding of Achnacarry Castle.  In 1803, as the evictions began, Allan Cameron wrote: 
‘Lochiel’s lands are in the papers to be let at Whitsuntide first, nothing but spurring and hauling, and I 
am afraid, the tenantry have no choice … the grand castle at Achnacarry is going on with great speed” 
(MacMillan p181). 

 It was a time of contradictions.  On one hand, the Cameron clan was being strengthened by the 
rebuilding of their castle, yet on the other hand, clan members had been forced off their traditional 
lands and the chief was a remote figure, disengaged and living elsewhere.  According to a letter in 1803 
from Allan Cameron “He is in the country himself at present, but doesn’t trouble his friends” (letter from 
in McMillan p181). 

 Christ’n would have seen little of this because it was around the time they were being forced from the 
area.  She had grown up with the ruins and although she had left there to get married 16 years 
previously, she had not been far away in Crieff, and might have noticed the first signs of construction.  
She might have not sensed the irony that her family and other clan members were being evicted so 
that their traditional lands could be sold to raise funds for the building of the symbol of clan strength – 
the ‘seat’ for the chief. 

 It is possible that, when they were evicted from Crieff, John and Christ’n moved to stay with her father 
because Achnacarry was not sold, and Donald probably remained there to continue operating the 
sawmill.  They might have been there for at least a while, although we know that they ended up in Fort 
William.  We know of their connections with Fort William because Christ’n and John of the court events 
in Fort William.  Although of course, the Fort William court has jurisdiction for people who are not 
necessarily living in that town. 

• Crieff 

 Residents:  Our assessment of 25 people in 4 families at Crieff in 1755 was still valid for the turn of the 
century because a notice evicting the tenants from Crieff in 1804 named four – our John McPhee, Florie 
Cameron (widow of Alex McPhee), Annie Cameron (widow of John McPhee) and Dugald MacPhee (Cecil 
McPhee – appendix A).  Also, there were Angus McPhee with his wife and three children who migrated 
from Crieff to Canada in 1802 (MacMillan p237), 

 1802:  John McPhee of Crieff was in court for an unpaid debt. This was probably ‘our’ John.  “1802 
action of Patrick Cameron of Glenevis against John McPhee in Crieff for an unpaid debt” (Doak, 
appendix B). 

 Emigration:  In 1802, Angus McPhee with his wife and three children migrated to Canada from Crieff 
(MacMillan p237).  Angus was one of eight men in the emigrant party who acted as lieutenants to assist 
the main organizers (Glengarry p139).  There were also some from Achancarry – see notes above. 

▪ Near Fort William 

 John & Christ’n near Fort William 
 Christ’n and John had to leave Crieff (with Christina who was then about 17 years old)  

 “The people evicted from Loch Arkaig had nowhere to go, so they went down to Corpach Moss, and 
eventually moved in with relatives on the farms of Corpach, Banavie and Muirshirlich.  When the 
Caledonian Canal was built 1802-1820, some of them had to move again.  The likeliest possibility is that 
[John and Christ’n] were somewhere there” (Cedric McPhee - appendix A).  

 1805:  John McPhee was up for a debt which he owed from 11 years previously. “Action of Ewan 
Cameron, tailor, Achintore against John McPhee, Crieff, for an overdue debt of 14s6d from 1794.”  (Doak 
– appendix B).  Several observations arise from this:- 

 Three years previously, John had been before the court for another debt. 
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 He is referred to as John McPhee Crieff even though, by then he might have already been living 
near Fort William after being evicted from Crieff the year before.  Or maybe he was in transition 
and had not properly settled away from Crieff. 

 This would probably be our John because he was accumulating debts as the main tenant of the 
Crieff farm – possibly for farm activities.  There were probably other people named John 
McPhee living on Crieff and renting part of this farm. 

 It was a large debt.  What was it for?  It was probably associated with his farming activities since 
it was it goes back to the times when he was the tenant of Crieff.  

 The two actions against John, in 1802 and 1805, indicate that he might have had some long-
standing financial struggles on the farm going back from before 1794.  

 Why was he indebted to this tailor from Achintore (a little south of Fort William).  Was the debt 
for something about the farm – or did he owe this to the tailor for a fancy kilt. 

 It is a little surprising that he was in debt because many years previously the factor of the 
Lochiel estate had committed to reimbursing tenants when they left a tenancy, for certain 
improvements they had made to housing or fencing etc (Glengarry p51).  But did John get a 
golden handshake in 1804?   Probably not – it was an eviction rather than a mutual parting of 
ways.  

 How was he to pay this large debt when, as he was no longer the tenant of the farm, he did not 
have the agricultural produce to draw upon.  It must have been difficult, otherwise he would 
have paid the debt rather than having to face the court.  
 

After 1810 
 

 Chiefs 

 The 22nd Chief Donald Cameron regained full control from the Trustees in 1819, when he was 50 years 
old.  None-the-less Donald had some powers as can be seen (above) in his role in the evictions.   

 Donald died in France in 1832 after being the Lochiel for 56 years.  

 Context 

• Caledonian canal:  This major project was commenced in 1810 and was completed in 1822. 

 Near Fort William 

• There are few indications of what Christ’n and John were doing at this time.   
 Where exactly did they live?  Probably somewhere a little north of Fort William.   
 Who was in the household?  Maybe with one of their adult children and grandchildren. 
 How did they sustain themselves now that they could not draw on farm produce?   Times might 

have been difficult, especially as John had debts to pay. 

• 1811:  It has been confirmed that the family were living near Fort William because, Christ’n was a 
witness in a court case regarding a friend and neighbour who was living in Fort William.  “An Action in 
1811 of Ewen Cameron of Erracht against widow Mary McKinnon.  She lived in a house owned by him 
in Maryburgh [Fort William], and he wished to sequest her and have her removed for unpaid rent.  In 
what I have noted as a ‘lengthy and complicated case’, I have recorded that one of the witnesses giving 
evidence in court was ‘Christian Cameron, married, age 40, spouse John McPhee’.  I would imagine that 
she was a neighbour or friend of Mary, and had spoken in her defense.”  (Doak, appendix B). 

• 1811:  By then, Christina, now 24 years old, and Donald McLean were starting their family in Blaich, 
with the birth of their first child, Allan. 

• Their old age 
• We do not know when they died: 

 Maybe Christ’n died before she was 70 years old because she could be found in the 1841 
census. [Research: Check this]  

 John might have lived to be a very old man, as indicated by the 1841 and 1851 censuses.  
However, caution is needed here because the name John McPhee was common and none of 
the details match closely what we already know - so we are probably confusing several 
identities in the census.  All contenders have been discounted (pages 29-31 of this D55).  
[Research: Keep looking] 

 John is entered as dying 'after 1841' by CraigSievenpiper1 in Family Search.  No evidence was 
presented to support this entry.  We have found only one instance that CraigSievenpiper1 
might have had in mind.  There was a John McPhee who was born about 1766 and was living in 
Blarmachfoldachy which is a little south of Fort William (appendix U), He was in the 1841 census 
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but might have died before 1851 because he could not be found in the later census.  However, 
there was nothing to directly confirm that this record is our John (see page x). 

 In the following section, we examine several census records but haved discounted them all as 
not being our John. 
 

Censuses of 1841 & 1851 
 

• Born c1769 in Glenelg, visiting Muirshearich (Appendix Q):. 

 1841, household at Corran in parish of Glenelg:   
 John was a fisherman aged 70 yrs, born c1771 
 Catherine McPhee 83 yrs who was born c1758. 
 [Research: Check the reading of ‘Corran’ & ‘fisherman’], 

 1851, household at 77 Muirshearlich  (Appendix Q):    
 John McPhee, visitor, aged 84 years, born c1767 in Glenelg 
 Duncan McPhee, head, married aged 36, farmer, 4 acres, aged 36, born c1815 Kilmallie 
 Mary McPhee, wife, married, aged 36, born c1815 born in Kilmallie 
 Ann, Betsy & Alexander, aged 6, 4 & 2 yrs 
 They were all born in Argyll, Kilmallie except John who was born in Glenelg  

 Places:   
 Muirshearlich is 9 kms north of Fort William.   
 ‘Corran’ might not be a correct reading of the census record because there is a Corran near 

Ardgour House which is far from have been in Glenelg parish.  We have not found a place like 
‘Corran’ in Glenelg.  According to Wikipedia, the main village in the Glenelg shire is called 
'Kirkton of Glenelg' but is commonly referred to a 'Glenelg' (rather than 'Kirkton'). [Research: 
Check reading of ‘Corran’ in the census].    

 Was this the same John in 1841 and 1851?  There is a difference of four years, but this is acceptable as 
a rounding error.   

 Relationships:  Duncan was probably not this John’s son because there was 48 years difference in their 
ages.  Maybe he was a grandson.  Duncan and our Christina could not be full siblings because there 
were 28 years difference between their ages.  So, our John could not have been the father of both 
Christina and Duncan.   

 Imagined history:  By considering both censuses it appears that John was born in Glenelg, and had been 
a fisherman into his old age.  He was living with a woman, Catherine, who was 13 years older than him 
– she might have been his wife or maybe his maiden sister.  When he was in his eighth decade, he went 
down to visit his grandson Duncan and his family, on Duncan’s small farm at Muirsearlich.   

 Conclusion:- 
 Pros:  It is no surprise that Christ’n is not mentioned in the 1841 and 1851 censuses because 

she would have been about 70 years old in 1841, and may have died.  And it would be no 
surprise that, in his old age, and if he had a grandson Duncan at Muirshearlich, that he was 
visiting there in his old age.    

 Cons:  This imagined history is incompatible with what we know of our John.  Rather than 
Glenelg, it is almost certain that our John was born in Crieff, where his father, grandfather and 
great-grandfather were tenants of Crieff and there are no indications that his parents ever lived 
in Glenelg.  Rather than being a fisherman in Glenelg, our John was a farmer in Crieff.   

 This John was not our John. = DISCOUNTED 
 

• Born in c1769 or c1773 in Bracadale, living in Banavie 

 1841, household in Upper Banavie: * John McPhee, 65 yrs, born c1776, loch keeper, * Ann McPhee, 55 
yrs  born c1786. (appendix R) 

 1851, household in 61 Banavie East (or Easil):  * John was head of the household, married, loch-keeper 
of Caledonian Canal, 82 yrs, born c1769 in Inverness Bracadale.  The others in the household were * Ann 
McPhee, wife, married, aged 70, born c1781 Inverness Shire, Kilmonivaig,  * John, son, general labourer, 
aged 35, born Argyll Shire Kilmallie, unmarried.  (appendix S) 

 Places:  Banavie is 4 kms north of Fort William.  Kilmonivaig is near Spean Bridge - 15 km north-east of 
Fort William.  Bracadale is on the Isle of Skye. 
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 Was this the same John and Ann?  The 1841 John was born seven years after the John of 1851.  And it 
was 5 years for Ann.  There might be more than a rounding error, but as Upper Banavie and Banavie 
East are so close, we can accept that these were the same people.  

 Relationships:  There was a 30 year difference in the age of our Christina and John junior, so they did 
not have the same mothers.   Although the census record states that John junior is the son of this John, 
this is surprising because there was an age difference of 47 years.  It is not surprising that there is a 
decade difference between this John and his wife.   

 Imaginary history:  If this John was Christina’s father, he married Christ’n Cameron in 1786 and he was 
18 years old when Christ’n was born.  Subsequently, Christ’n died and John married Ann around 1816.  
Ann was 12 years younger than John   Ann and John gave birth to John junior in 1817 when Ann was 36 
years old and he was 48 years old.   

 Conclusion: 
 It would not be surprising if our John married Ann late because Christ’n might have died before 

she was 70 years old.   
 However, the crunch on this scenario is that this John was born in Bracadale on the Isle of Skye 

whereas we are almost certain that our John was born in Crieff.  = DISCOUNTED     
 

• Born c1759 in Inverness Shire & living at Camaghael (Appendix T) 

 1851: Household in Camagahel: 
 John McPhee, aged 92, ie born 1759 - he was head of the household, pauper, born in Inverness 

Shire, Kilmallie 
 Jean McPhee, aged 61 years, wife, pauper/agricultural labourer, born Argyll Shire, Bowmore 
 Margaret McPhee, lodger, widow, 64 years, pauper/agricultural labourer, born Inverness Shire, 

Kilmallie 
 Euphemia McPhee, grand-daughter, unmarried, aged 5 years, scholar, born Argyll, Kilmallie.   

 Places:  Camaghael is 4 kms north of Fort William.  It is no surprise John was there because he was in this 
general area after being evicted from Crieff.  Bowmore is on the Isle of Islay. 

 There is an unusual configuration in this house, as follows.   

 Jean, born c1790 in Isle of Islay:  If this is our John, maybe Christ’n had died and Jean is his second wife – a 
much younger wife, being 31 years younger than him.  This is possible, but surprising,  

 Margaret, born c1787, widow:  She is designated as a lodger, but she would have been related to John 
because she has the same surname.  She could have been his daughter because he would have been 28 
years old when she was born.  Jean could not be her mother because Margaret is three years older than 
Jean.  There are two relevant OPRs – Margaret born 12th Jan 1788 in Kirkcudbright to John McFee and Mary 
Brown, and Margaret born 31st July 1789 in Kilmarnock to John McFee and Margaret Shaw.   Neither of 
these fathers are our John.  Alternatively, she might have been his daughter-in-law, if she had taken on the 
surname of John’s son.  This is not surprising because John’s current wife has his surname.  So, who was 
John’s deceased son?  

 Ephemia, born c1846:  She is recorded as John’s grand-daughter but this is surprising with an aged 
difference of 87 years.  There seems to be a missing generation.  Who was her mother?  Her mother could 
not have been Margaret or Jean because they would have been too old (64 yrs & 61 yrs) at the time of her 
birth.  So why was this little girl living in a household of old people, without a mother?  We have not been 
able to discover anything more about Ephemia because no OPR has found for her birth. 

 Paupers:  John, Jean and Margaret are all designated as paupers.  Maybe the household was sustained by 
the two women doing some occasional farm work because they were also designated as agricultural 
labourers, even though they were both getting on in years.  It is rather sad, if he is our John, that he was a 
pauper in his final years.  This is not surprising because we know that he had debts hanging over from his 
time on the Crieff farm and nothing is known of any sources of income after he moved to near Fort William.    

 Conclusion:  If he was our John, in 1851 our Christina (born 1787) would have been 64 years old and had 
been in Strathalbyn for a decade.  This John would have been 28 years old when Christina was born.  
Christina and Margaret could not be full siblings if they were born in the same year – so Christ’n could not 
have been the mother of them both.  If this John was the father of Margaret, he was probably be not the 
father of our Christina – so is not likely to be our John.  = DISCOUNTED    

 

• Born c1766, living in Blarmachfoldach 

 1841 census, household at Blarmachfoldach (Appendix U):   
 Dugald MacPhee, head, agricultural labourer, 30 yrs born c1811 
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 Margaret MacPhee, 60 yrs born c1781  
 Mary MacPhee, 33 yrs, born c1808  
 Marjory MacPhee, 19 yrs, born c1822  
 John MacPhee, 75 yrs, born c1766  

 Places:  

 Birth:  The census does not state where this John he was born.  It is almost certain that he was born in Crieff. 

 Residence:  In 1841, he was living in Blarmachfoldach which is 5 kms south of Fort William.  After the 
evictions in 1804, John and Christ’n might have been among the people who moved to Corpach, Banavie 
and Muirshirlich (Cedric McPhee - appendix A) – these are localities a little north of Fort William.  It would 
not be surprising to find that John had moved a little south Fort William over those four decades years. 

 Year:  This John, aged 75 years in 1841, would have been born about 1766 and would have been 21 years 
old when our Christina was born.  This is reasonable. 

 Relationships:    
 Margaret was not the Margret who was born in 1789 or 1811 but discounted - she was not a 

daughter of John and Christ’n (pages 8 & 9 of this D55 & Appendix M).  And the Margaret (born 
c1781) in this census was not the daughter of this John because he was 15 years old when she was 
born.  This Margaret could have been his second wife (if Christ’n had died before she was 70 years 
old).   

 Duncan might have been a grandson of this John, rather than his son, because there was a 45 year 
age difference.   

 Mary could have been a grandchild of this John, but was probably the wife of Duncan. 
 Marjorie was not the daughter of Mary because Mary was only 14 years old when Marjorie was 

born. 

 Conclusion:   
 This John was living in the ‘right’ general location, and the ‘right’ age.   
 However, there would have many men named John McPhee.   
 There is ambiguity about the precise relationships between all the members in the household – 

none of the relationships support, or are incompatible with, what we know about our John.   
 Nothing directly confirms that he is our John.  What we are looking for his birth in Crieff or 

relationship connection with Christ’n (who might have died), or Christina (who was in Australia) = 
DISCOUNTED. 

 
..ooOOoo..  
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– 0950191701 & ISBN 13 – 0950191706 & Libraries Australia ID 
43365902 
 

e-book & p96 to 99 in Appendix C 

Memoirs Memoirs of a boyhood in An Gearasdan (Fort William) 
Source:  ‘Gaelic Society of Inverness’, p236 of vol 57, pub 1993 
 

Appendix in our D57 
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E Table:  Births of Christ’n Cameron (& variants) from 1741 to 1772 
                Source:  Scotland’s People Church of Scotland OPRs  

Page 47 

F Table:  Births of John McPhee (& variations) from 1740 to 1772   
 Source: Scotland’s People Church of Scotland OPRs on 17th March 2020 

Page 49 

G Table:  Children of John McPhee (possible siblings of Christina)  – 1770 to 1811   
  Source:  Scotland’s People Church of Scotland OPRs on 17th March 2020 

Page 50 

H OPR - Marriage of John McPhee & Christ’n Cameron - March 1786 in Crieff   
 “March 1786 – John oag McPhee in Crieff & Christ’n Cameron in Achnacarry” 
                 Source:  Scotland’s People OPR Marriages 520/ 10 229, Kilmallie, p229 of 243 

Page 52 

J OPR – Birth of Christina McPhee, born 28th April 1787 in Crieff, Kilmallie  
  “McPhee, Christ’n dau. to John McPhee & Christ’n Cameron in Crieff April 28th 1787” 
                  Source:  Scotland’s People OPR Births 520/ 10 74 Kilmallie, p74 of 243 

Page 53 

K OPR - Birth of Catharine McPhee – in Callich 
                   “Baptized “20th August 1797, McPhee, Catharine Dr of John & of …. [original record 

left blank here] …. Caellich” 
                    Source:  Scotland’s People OPR Births 520/ 10 106, Kilmallie, p106 og 243 

Page 54  

L OPR - Birth of Archibald McPhee – in 1800 in Kilmallie 
                   “1800 April 20 - McPhee – Archd son of John of …[original left blank]….McMillan – 

Kilmallie” 
                      Source:  Scotland’s People OPR Births Kilmallie 520/ 10 136, Kilmallie, p136 of 243  

Page 55 

M OPR - Birth Margrat & Margret McPhee – 1789 Crieff PERTH, 1803 Urquhart & 1811 Fort William     

• “Margrat McPhee, born March 12, 1803 in Urquhart, Inverness, Scotland -         
Daughter of John Page McPhee and Christian (Cameron) McPhee - Sister of Christina 
(McPhee) McLean and Catherine McPhee” – Source:  WikiTree, Kaye McArdle, 
profile manager 

• “Margret McPhee, born 1789 in Crieff PERTH, parents John Oag McPhee & Christian 
Cameron” – Source: Family Search 

• “Margret McPhee, born 1811 in Fort William, parents John Oag McPhee & Christian 
Cameron” – Source: Family Search 

Page 56 

N OPR - Baptism- Ewen McPhee – 1811 in Garvan  
          “1811, Feb 5 - Ewen McPhee son of John McPhee & Christian Ranken – Garvan” 

Source:  Scotland’s People Baptisms, 520/ 10 181, Kilmallie, p181 of 243  

Page 57 

P 1841 census, John McPhee, Corran?? born c1771     
     Household in Corran??, parish of Glenelg  
                    * John McPhee, fisherman??, aged 70 yrs, born c1771 
                    * Catherine McPhee, aged 83 yrs, born c1758 
                     Source: Scotland’s People, 1841 census, 097/ 3/ 7, p 7 of 17 

Page 58 

Q 1851 census – John McPhee, born Glenelg c1767      
                    * John McPhee, aged 84 years (ie born 1767) a visitor at house 77 Muirshirlich  – the 

household consisted of * Duncan McPhee, head, married aged 36, farmer, 4 acres,  
                    * Mary McPhee, wife, married, aged 36, *and their children Ann, Betsy & Alexander.   
                    They were all born in Argyll, Kilmallie except John who was born in Inverness Shire, 

Glenelg.   
                    Source:  National Records of Scotland, Census 1851, 520/ 17/ 22, page 22 of 27 

Page 59 
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R 1841 census – John McPhee, born 1776      
      Household in Banavie Upper 
                     * John McPhee, head, loch keeper, 65 yrs, born c1776, 
                     * Ann McPhee, 55 yrs, c1786 
                     Source:  Scotland’s People, 1841 census, 520/ 13/ 13, p13 of 23 

Page 60 

S 1851 census – Banavie Easil-  John McPhee – born c1769      
                     * John McPhee, aged 82 (ie born 1769) at 61 Banavie Easil  He was head of the 

household, married, loch-keeper of Caln Canal, born Inverness Bracadale 
                      * Ann McPhee (wife, married, aged 70, born Inverness Shire, Kilmonivaig 
                      * John (son, aged 35, born Argyll Shire Kilmallie, unmarried) 
                      Source: National Records of Scotland, Census 1851, Kilmallie Parish, 520/ 17 / 18, 

page 18 of 27 
 

Page 61 

T 1851 census – John McPhee, born c1759 in Kilmallie       
                      * John McPhee, aged 92 (ie born 1759) at Camaghael.  He was head of the 

household, pauper, born in Inverness Shire, Kilmallie.   
                      * Jean McPhee (aged 61 years, wife, pauper/Ag labourer, born Argyll Shire, 

Bowmore,  
                      * Margaret McPhee, lodger, widow, 64 years, pauper/Ag labourer, born Inverness 

Shire, Kilmallie  
                       * Euphenia McPhee (grand-daughter, unmarried, aged 5 years, scholar, born Argyll, 

Kilmallie    
                        Source: National Records of Scotland, Census 520/ 17/ 1, p1 of 27 

Page 62 

U 1841 census – John MacPhee, born c1766, living in Blarmachfoldach, Kilmallie  
         Household at Blarmachfoldach  
                        * Dugald MacPhee, head, ag lab, 30 yrs born c1811  
                        * Margaret, 60 yrs born c1781  
                        * Mary, 33 yrs, born c1808  
                        * Marjory, 19 yrs, born c1822  
                         * John, 75 yrs, born c1766 
                         Source: Scotland’s People, 1841 census, 520/ 5/ 3, p3 of 11 

Page 63 
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Appendix A 

Cecil McPhee’s notes  
 

email 24th Aug & 1st Sept 2018 
 
 
Source: National Archives/Records of Scotland in Edinburgh - general minute - reference number CS 17/2/23 

• p. 161 D(ecree/ecreet) of removing in abs(entia) etc (in the libel of) Col Donald Cameron (of) Lochiel AG (against) 
Ewen Cameron, and Capt Don Cameron of Strone (above Banavie, Corpach), tacksman of the family of Muich 
(mid Loch Arkaig) and one half of Kenmore (upper Loch Arkaig), Jo(hn) McPhee, Florie Cameron widow of the 
deceased Alex McPhee, Annie Cameron, widow of the deceased Jo(hn) McPhee, and Dug. McPhee, all tenants, 
tacksmen or possessors of the farm of Crieff, etc.   

 
Comments by Cecil McPhee: 

• My notes are generally fairly accurate, but an actual copy would be helpful.  As you can see, there were lots of 
McPhees all along the north shore of Loch Arkaig, and the above is just one of a number of evictions in 1804.  
So, at Crieff, we seem to have the following three or four tenants: John McPhee, Alex McPhee (Florie Cameron), 
John McPhee (2nd? Annie Cameron), and Dugald McPhee.  It is not clear if the two entries for John refer to two 
separate tenants by that name or if it is the same person. I suspect two different individuals.  We must also 
remember that these are only the ‘tenants’ ie. those whose names appear on the lease and not all the residents 
at Crieff.  If your Christine McPhee was b 28 April 1787, she would have been about 17 years of age when her 
family was evicted.  She was of an age that she could have become a servant shortly thereafter.  The baptism 
shows her mother as Christine Cameron. ‘Christine’ could be ‘Christian’ which could be ‘Annie’.  You may be 
able to confirm some of this from other sources.  The three or four male McPhees would certainly have been 
closely related but may have been of different generations.  Some may have been brothers. 

• If John McPhee and Christine Cameron lived at Crieff, they would have been evicted in 1804. The people evicted 
from Loch Arkaig had nowhere to go, so they went down to Corpach Moss, and eventually moved in with 
relatives on the farms of Corpach, Banavie and Muirshirlich.  When the Caledonian Canal was built 1802-1820, 
some of them had to move again. The likeliest possibility is that they were somewhere there. This would explain 
why their daughter went to work for the McLeans.  Try to find a death announcement, perhaps in a newspaper. 
If they were married in 1787, subtract 25 years and add 65 (1787 - 25 + 65 = 1827). They would have died c 
1830. By that time deaths were recorded in newspapers  
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Appendix B 
Chris Doak’s notes 

 
Group Clan Cameron.org on Facebook on 9th March 2020 

 
▪ Just to clarify: “CHRISTIAN CAMERON in Achnacarry married JOHN OIG McPHEE in Crieff 1786".  
▪ Christian was likely to have been the daughter of DONALD CAMERON, the Mill Wright and Saw Miller at 

Achnacarry. The Mill was only constructed in 1767, and he is only recorded there from 1774, so it is unclear where 
Donald had been before that date. His name is still on the Rental at Achnacarry in 1791. 

▪ JOHN OIG (young John) is most likely the son of JOHN McPHEE, the Renter and Possessor of the Farm of Crieff (on 
nearby Loch Arkaig) from 1751. Crieff had lain waste since 1746. The Rental of the Farm was taken over by his 
son John in 1788, which I would assume was your John Oig, and held by him till circa 1802. John (1751) is known 
to be the grandson of JOHN McPHEE, son of DUNCAN McPHEE, Possessor of adjoining Sallachan in 1642. It is 
possible that JOHN (1751),is the "JOHN McCUNNACHIE McPHIE" (John, son of Duncan McPhie), in Sallachan, who 
claimed for Losses at the Hands of the Government Troops in 1746.  

 
..ooOOoo.. 

 
Group Clan Cameron.org Facebook 14th March 2020 

 

• Lorna, I had a long look at your website, and it is looking good - one or two things,though -   

• The images from the Scottish Census of 1851 don't seem to be of your family,  

• and it is John OIG McPhee, not "Oag" (oige is the Gaelic for "youthful"etc). 

• Interested to see that his daughter Margaret was born in Fort William - how did you find that out?  As John and 
Christina were still in Crieff till circa 1805, she must have been born after that date if they had relocated to Fort 
William (or Maryburgh as it was known at the late 18th/early 19th century). 

• I was looking through a File of mine on Maryburgh and came across a reference I had noted down some years 
ago at the National Archives Scotland, whilst trawling through some Court Papers:SC28/16/Bundle 10: An Action 
in 1811 of Ewen Cameron of Erracht against widow Mary McKinnon. She lived in a house owned by him in 
Maryburgh,and he wished to Sequest her and have her removed for unpaid rent. In what I have noted as a 
"lengthy and complicated case",I have recorded that one of the witnesses giving evidence in Court was 
"CHRISTIAN CAMERON,married,age 40,spouse of JOHN McPHEE"  I would imagine that she was a neighbour or 
friend of Mary,and had spoken in her Defence. 

• I also have a note of two other relevant Court Cases:1802 Action of Patrick Cameron of Glenevis against JOHN 
McPHEE in CRIEFF for an unpaid debt (NAS SC28/16/Bundle5), 

• and a 1805 Action (NAS SC28/16/Bundle6) of Ewan Cameron, Tailor, Achintore against JOHN McPHEE,CRIEFF, 
for an overdue debt of 14s6d from 1794. 

..ooOOoo.. 
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Appendix C 
‘Bygone Lochaber’, by Somerled MacMillan 

Page 96 
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Appendix D 

Land assessments of Loch Arkaig    
Source:  Denis Roxson’s blogsite ‘Land Assessments Scotland’ 

 
Name 

Value 
(merks) 

Date Grid Ref 
Map 

Sources 
Other forms, comments etc 

Achnacarry 
1m 1748-9 

NN 1787 
RHP 6591 1m(1755), Pringle says once a pendicle of 

Invermally 
1d 1642 RHP 11608 

Glas Dhoire 
Mor 

1m 1492 
NN 2290   1m Gascormoir(1492), 2d Glastermore(1642) 

2d 1642 

Clunes 
3m 1492 

NN 2088 RHP 11608 
3m(1539), ER XI p 460 c. 1501 

2d 1642 4m Clunes & Glashtorr(1748-9, 1755, 1761) 

Gleann 
Tarsuinn 

½m 1761 NN 1793   ½m Glentarfin & Dirrymore(Pringle 1761) 

Torr a’ 
Chronain 

1d 1642 
c. NN 
178893 

  
RHP 11608 marks some arable just on the N side 
of Torr a’ Chronain 

Inver Cia-aig 
1½m 1748-9 

NN 1788 RHP 11608 2d Invercheakich(1642), 1½m Inverkoiaig(1748-9) 

2d 1642 

Achnasaul 
3m 1748-9 

NN 1589 RHP 11608 3m(1755, 1761, 1770) 
2d 1642 

‘Crieff’ 1½m 1748-9 NN 1390 

RHP 11608 1½m(1755, 1761, 1770) 

Thomson 
(1830) 

Creef(1796) 

‘Creiw & 
Salchan’ 

1d 1642     3m(Lochiel Inventory No 231, 1696) 

‘Sallachan’ 
1½m 1748-9 

c. NN 1390 
Thomson 
(1830) 

1d Salchan(1642), 1½m(1755, 1761, 1770, 1774). 
W of Crieff in Morison. Not marked on RHP 11608. 

1d 1642 

‘Muik & Ark’ 1d 1642 
NN 
1191/1291 

  Is this a mistake for ‘Mhuic Bheag’? 

Muick 1½m 1748-9 NN 1291 

RHP 11608 
1½m(1755), 1½m(with Kenmore in 1761), 
2m(Lochiel Inventory No 231 1696) Thomson 

(1830) 

‘Kenmore’ 
1m 1748-9 

NN 1091 
Thomson 
(1830) 

1d Keandmore(1642), 1m Kenmore(1748-9, 1755, 
1770, 1774). 

1d 1642 Riemore in RHP 11608. 

Caonich 1⅜m 1761 NN 0792 

RHP 11608 
1m 5d (1 1/32 m) Kennaucht, Blair, Derrinacuanan 
& Salour in 1748-9 & 1755), 1 ⅓m(1770, 1774). 
RHP 11608 marks it E of current position which 
was Aird Coniech in 1796. 

Thomson 
(1830) 

(Loch) Blair ½d 1696 
NN 

0594 
  ½d(Lochiel Inventory No 231 1696) 
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Arcabhi     NN 0592 

RHP 11608 

Is this the second ‘Ark’ of the 1642 list? 
Thomson 
(1830) 

A’ Chailleach 

1⅛m 1761 

NN 0392 

RHP 11608 
1d Kaillach(1642), 15s Callich(1761), 1¼m(1770), 
1½m(1774). 

1d 1642 
Thomson 
(1830) 

Kyloch(1796). 

‘Kylachie & 
Arcavie’ 

1½m 1748-9 
NN 
0392/0592 

  
1½m Kylachie & Arcavie(1748-9), 1½m Callich & 
Arcavie(1755) 

Murlaggan 
1½m 1748-9 

NN 0192 RHP 11608 1½m(1755, 1761, 1770, 1774) 
2d 1642 

‘Ark’ 1d 1642       

Glendessary 
2m 1748-9 

NM 9692   2d(1642), 2m(1748-9, 1755, 1761, 1770, 1774) 
2d 1642 

‘Shanavill’ 1m 1761   RHP 11608 Part of Glendessary. Shanavall(1796). 

A’ Chuil ½m 1761 NM 9492 RHP 11608 
Coule + shielings of Braidukingie & Glackbrettan = 
part of Glendessary. Coull(1796). 

Braigh Dubh   1761 NM 9495   In Glen Kingie 

Glac a’ 
Bhreatunnaich 

  1761 NM 9795 
Thomson 
(1830) 

In Glen Kingie 

A’ Ghlac 
Fhearna 

½m 1761 NM 9592 RHP 11608 
Glackfearn + shieling of Kenbreak = ½m(part of 
Glendessary) 

Kinbreack   1761 NN 0096   In Glen Kingie 

Keandpoill 1d 1642     #NAME? 

 

NOTES (by Don Gordon)   

• This table has all the properties Dennis Roxson listed for the north side of Loch Arkaig.  We have also included 
one property from the south side – Achnacarry.  We have included Achncarry because Christ’n’s connections 
with that property.  Actually, Achnacarry is on the south side of the river rather than the south side of the loch. 

• North side of Loch Arkaig:  Dennis identified 27 properties on the northern side, totaling 203/8m & 201/2d 

• South side:  Denis Roxson listed 23 properties on the south side, totaling 261/2m & 32d. 

• Total for both sides is 467/8m & 521/2d. 

• Properties are valued in merks (m) and pence (d).  One merk is 13 shillings and 4 pence. (Denis Roxson, Glossary 
in Land Assessment Scotland).  My understanding is that in 1748-49, Crieff which was 11/2 merks would be 191/2 
shillings and 6 pence.  Because there were 12 pence in one shilling, the Crieff farm was worth 21 shillings in the 
mid 1700s.  By way of comparison, Achnacarry was one-third of Crieff, neighbouring Sallachan was the same as 
Crieff, neigbouring Achnasaul was twice, and, at the other end of the loch, Glendessary was a little bigger than 
Crieff. 
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Appendix E 
Births of Christ’n Cameron (& variants) - 1741 to 1772 

Source:  Scotland’s People Church of Scotland OPRs on 17th March 2020 
 

Surname  Forename  Parents/ Other Details    Date 

Parish 
Number  

Ref Parish  

CAMERON CHRISTIAN ALEXANDER CAMERON/MAGDALEN LILLIE F 00/06/1741 462/ 20 177 Kinross 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN ANGUS CAMERON/ F 14/07/1741 100/ 10 261 Kilmorack 

CAMRON CHRISTIAN JOHN CAMRON/MARGRAT MENZIES F 16/10/1743 346/ 20 41 Dull 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN JOHN CAMERON/ F 00/02/1746 646/ 10 243 Govan 

CAMRON CHRISTIAN JOHN CAMRON/ F 23/02/1746 380/ 20 674 Methven 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN SAMUEL CAMERON/MARGT. FRASER F 26/09/1747 107/ 10 21 
Urquhart and 

Glenmoriston 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN ARCHD. CAMERON/MARY CAMERON F 18/10/1747 644/1 120 149 Glasgow 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN 
DONALD CAMERON/ISABELL MALCOM FR131 
(FR131) 

F 03/02/1749 177/ 10 121 Cabrach 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN JOHN CAMERON/JANET MCNAUGHTAN F 19/03/1749 361/ 10 203 Killin 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN JOHN CAMERON/KATHRINE MORISON F 27/05/1750 341/ 20 42 Comrie 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN DUNCAN CAMERON/KATHRIN MC GRIGOR F 30/09/1750 355/A 10 15 Fortingall 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN HUGH CAMERON/CHRISTIAN MC GHEE F 06/10/1750 107/ 10 28 
Urquhart and 

Glenmoriston 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN ALEXR. CAMERON/RACHEL MCLACHLAN F 22/03/1751 102/ 10 65 
Kingussie 

and Insh 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN WILLIAM CAMERON/ F 16/02/1752 134/ 10 130 Edinkillie 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN ANGUS CAMERON/KATRIN CAMERON F 11/04/1752 355/A 10 22 Fortingall 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN ALEXANDER CAMERON/JANET CAMERON F 12/04/1752 355/A 10 22 Fortingall 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN JAMES CAMERON/KATRIN MCLAREN F 28/09/1753 346/ 20 156 Dull 

CAMRON CHRISTIAN 
HUGH CAMRON/MARGT. GRAHAM FR144 298 
(FR144) 

F 26/08/1754 325/ 10 218 Aberfoyle 

CAMRON CHRISTIAN 
HUGH CAMRON/MARGT. GRAHAM FR144 298 
(FR298) 

F 26/08/1754 325/ 10 374 Aberfoyle 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN EWAN CAMERON/MARGARET MCDONALD F 27/06/1756 346/ 20 191 Dull 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN HUGH CAMERON/CHRISTIAN MC PHEE F 29/09/1756 107/ 10 40 
Urquhart and 

Glenmoriston 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN EVAN CAMERON/ F 28/02/1757 100/ 10 294 Kilmorack 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN HUGH CAMERON/SARAH CAMERON F 05/03/1758 355/A 10 53 Fortingall 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN JOHN CAMERON/JANET FRAZER F 05/03/1758 355/A 10 54 Fortingall 

CAMRON CHRISTIAN JOHN CAMRON/HELEN CAMPBELL F 27/05/1761 360/ 20 230 Kenmore 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN ALEXR. CAMERON/AGNES SCOT F 17/07/1761 207/ 10 197 Kemnay 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN MALCOM CAMERON/MARY PUDRICH F 16/08/1761 361/ 20 52 Killin 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN DUNCAN CAMERON/ISABELL F 14/10/1762 355/A 10 81 Fortingall 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN 
DANIEL CAMERON/MARY MCFARLANE FR532 
(FR532) 

F 16/11/1762 644/1 140 102 Glasgow 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN 
DANIEL CAMERON/BARBARA SUTHERLAND 
FR345 (FR345) 

F 16/09/1763 646/ 20 52 Govan 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN 
ALEXANDER CAMERON/MARY MCLEAN FR8396 
(FR8396) 

F 28/09/1764 685/1 310 343 Edinburgh 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN 
ANGUS CAMERON/JANET STEWART FR96 
(FR96) 

F 05/05/1765 355/A 10 89 Fortingall 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN 
JOHN CAMERON/CHRISTIAN FOSTER FR609 
(FR609) 

F 25/05/1765 644/1 140 253 Glasgow 

CAMRON CHRISTIAN JOHN CAMRON/JANET SETTON F 25/08/1765 384/ 10 27 Moulin 

https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/record-results?search_type=people&event=(B%20OR%20C%20OR%20S)&record_type%5B0%5D=opr_births&church_type=Old%20Parish%20Registers&dl_cat=church&dl_rec=church-births-baptisms&surname=Cameron&surname_so=syn&forename=Christian&forename_so=syn&sex=F&record=Church%20of%20Scotland%20(old%20parish%20registers)%20Roman%20Catholic%20Church%20Other%20churches&field=surname&sort=asc&order=Surname
https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/record-results?search_type=people&event=(B%20OR%20C%20OR%20S)&record_type%5B0%5D=opr_births&church_type=Old%20Parish%20Registers&dl_cat=church&dl_rec=church-births-baptisms&surname=Cameron&surname_so=syn&forename=Christian&forename_so=syn&sex=F&record=Church%20of%20Scotland%20(old%20parish%20registers)%20Roman%20Catholic%20Church%20Other%20churches&field=forename&sort=asc&order=Forename
https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/record-results?search_type=people&event=(B%20OR%20C%20OR%20S)&record_type%5B0%5D=opr_births&church_type=Old%20Parish%20Registers&dl_cat=church&dl_rec=church-births-baptisms&surname=Cameron&surname_so=syn&forename=Christian&forename_so=syn&sex=F&record=Church%20of%20Scotland%20(old%20parish%20registers)%20Roman%20Catholic%20Church%20Other%20churches&field=parent_names&sort=asc&order=Parents/%20Other%20Details
https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/record-results?search_type=people&event=(B%20OR%20C%20OR%20S)&record_type%5B0%5D=opr_births&church_type=Old%20Parish%20Registers&dl_cat=church&dl_rec=church-births-baptisms&surname=Cameron&surname_so=syn&forename=Christian&forename_so=syn&sex=F&record=Church%20of%20Scotland%20(old%20parish%20registers)%20Roman%20Catholic%20Church%20Other%20churches&field=year&sort=desc&order=Date
https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/record-results?search_type=people&event=(B%20OR%20C%20OR%20S)&record_type%5B0%5D=opr_births&church_type=Old%20Parish%20Registers&dl_cat=church&dl_rec=church-births-baptisms&surname=Cameron&surname_so=syn&forename=Christian&forename_so=syn&sex=F&record=Church%20of%20Scotland%20(old%20parish%20registers)%20Roman%20Catholic%20Church%20Other%20churches&field=parish_number&sort=asc&order=Parish%20Number
https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/record-results?search_type=people&event=(B%20OR%20C%20OR%20S)&record_type%5B0%5D=opr_births&church_type=Old%20Parish%20Registers&dl_cat=church&dl_rec=church-births-baptisms&surname=Cameron&surname_so=syn&forename=Christian&forename_so=syn&sex=F&record=Church%20of%20Scotland%20(old%20parish%20registers)%20Roman%20Catholic%20Church%20Other%20churches&field=parish_number&sort=asc&order=Parish%20Number
https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/record-results?search_type=people&event=(B%20OR%20C%20OR%20S)&record_type%5B0%5D=opr_births&church_type=Old%20Parish%20Registers&dl_cat=church&dl_rec=church-births-baptisms&surname=Cameron&surname_so=syn&forename=Christian&forename_so=syn&sex=F&record=Church%20of%20Scotland%20(old%20parish%20registers)%20Roman%20Catholic%20Church%20Other%20churches&field=district&sort=asc&order=Parish
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CAMERON CHRISTIAN 
DUNCAN CAMERON/AGNES HANNAH FR2214 
(FR2214) 

F 24/10/1765 685/2 80 216 St Cuthbert's 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN JOHN CAMERON/ANNE MACKENZIE F 07/02/1767 085/ 10 36 Urray 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN SAMUEL CAMERON MARY AITKIN FR199 (FR199) F 20/04/1767 564/1 10 312 
Greenock 

New or Middle 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN HUGH CAMERON/JEAN COMRIE F 18/03/1768 499/ 10 270 Luss 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN 
JOHN CAMERON/MARY MC DONALD FR121 
(FR121) 

F 09/10/1768 355/A 10 114 Fortingall 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN ARCHIBALD CAMERON CATHARINE CAMPBELL F 03/01/1769 517/ 10 21 
Kilchrenan 

and Dalavich 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN 
FRANCIS CAMERON/ISABEL DOWGLAS FR2296 
(FR2296) 

F 17/07/1769 685/2 80 378 St Cuthbert's 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN 
JOHN CAMERON CHRISTIAN MCLELLAND FR222 
(FR222) 

F 23/07/1769 564/1 10 352 
Greenock 

New or Middle 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN 
JOHN CAMERON/CHRISTIAN FORRESTER FR764 
(FR764) 

F 02/11/1769 644/1 150 156 Glasgow 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN 
ANGUS CAMERON/CHRISTIAN CAMPBELL FR126 
(FR126) 

F 23/04/1770 355/A 10 119 Fortingall 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN DONALD CAMERON/KATARIN F 28/10/1770 355/A 10 120 Fortingall 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN DONALD CAMERON/ANN F 12/12/1770 355/A 10 120 Fortingall 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN 
DONALD CAMERON/JANET KENNEDY FR127 
(FR127) 

F 20/01/1771 355/A 10 120 Fortingall 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN 
JOHN CAMERON/MARY CAMERON FR809 
(FR809) 

F 10/02/1771 644/1 150 243 Glasgow 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN 
DONALD CAMERON/CATHERINE MCFEE FR368 
(FR368) 

F 19/05/1771 573/3 20 67 
Paisley 

Burgh or Low 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN JOHN CAMERON/JANET FRAZER FR127 (FR127) F 20/05/1771 355/A 10 120 Fortingall 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN JOHN CAMERON/JANNET BLACK F 03/12/1771 373/ 10 84 Little Dunkeld 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN JOHN CAMERON/CHARLOTTE RATTRAY F 05/02/1772 349/ 10 209 Dunkeld 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN 
JOHN CAMERON/MARY THOMSON FR2389 
(FR2389) 

F 22/09/1772 685/2 90 41 St Cuthbert's 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN 
JOHN CAMERON/MARGARET MCGREGOR 
FR9009 (FR9009) 

F 21/11/1772 685/1 340 131 Edinburgh 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN 
ALEXANDER CAMERON/CHRISTIAN BROWN 
FR15 (FR15) 

F 15/02/1773 534/ 10 17 Strathlachlan 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN JOHN CAMERON/HELEN HOSACK F 14/03/1773 147/ 30 284 Banff 

CAMERON CHRISTIAN 
DUNCAN CAMERON/JANET MC INTYRE FR131 
(FR131) 

F 12/12/1773 355/A 10 124 Fortingall 
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Appendix F 
Births of John McPhee (& variations) - G740 to 1772 

Source: Scotland’s People Church of Scotland OPRs on 17th March 2020 
 

Surname Forename Parents/ Other Details  Date Parish 
Number Ref Parish 

MCFEE JOHN 
JEREMY MC FEE FLORANCE KER FR364 
(FR364) 

M 02/09/1740 554/ 20 112 
Kilmory, 
Shiskine and 
Lochranza 

MCFEE JOHN HECTOR MC FEE CATHRINE NC FEE M 23/11/1740 558/ 10 182 Rothesay 

MCFEE JOHN JOHN MC FEE MARGARET NC FEE M 05/04/1741 558/ 10 183 Rothesay 

MACFEE JOHN JAMES MACFEE/ M 08/04/1744 555/ 10 36 Kingarth 

MACFEE JOHN ALEXANDER MACFEE/ M 14/02/1748 555/ 10 43 Kingarth 

MACFEE JOHN JOHN MACFEE/ M 22/11/1752 555/ 10 53 Kingarth 

MCFEE JOHN JOHN MCFEE/ M 03/02/1756 555/ 10 58 Kingarth 

MCFEE JOHN JOHN MCFEE/ M 07/05/1758 555/ 10 62 Kingarth 

MCFEE JOHN HECTOR MC FEE MARGARET MC TYRE M 10/12/1758 558/ 10 255 Rothesay 

MCFEE JOHN JOHN MC FEE JANET TOSH M 19/09/1759 558/ 10 258 Rothesay 

MCPHEE JOHN 
JOHN MCPHEE/JEAN GELLEY FR 69 
(FR69) 

M 01/02/1760 555/ 10 65 Kingarth 

MCFEE JOHN 
JOHN MCFEE/MARY MCKAY FR83 
(FR83) 

M 18/02/1764 555/ 10 79 Kingarth 

MCFEE JOHN 
JAMES MCFEE/MARY BANNATYNE 
FR91 (FR91) 

M 16/02/1766 555/ 10 87 Kingarth 

MCFEE JOHN 
JAMES MCFEE/JANET MCCONACHY 
FR95 (FR95) 

M 17/05/1767 555/ 10 91 Kingarth 

MCPHEE JOHN 
DUNCAN MCPHEE/KATHRINE 
CAMERON 

M 19/07/1767 544/ 10 8 
Kilninian and 
Kilmore 

MACFEE JOHN 
ROBERT MACFEE/MARGARET 
MACKECHAN 

M 19/02/1769 558/ 20 43 Rothesay 

MCFEE JOHN 
JOHN MCFEE/JANET MCBRAIN FR105 
(FR105) 

M 17/01/1770 555/ 10 101 Kingarth 

MCFEE JOHN 
JOHN MCFEE/MARGARET MCCALLUM 
FR355 CROSSED OUT (FR355) 

M 08/03/1770 573/3 20 55 
Paisley Burgh or 
Low 

MACFEE JOHN 
MATHEW MACFEE/CATHRINE MACFEE 
FR119 (FR119) 

M 17/05/1772 555/ 10 115 Kingarth 

MCFEE JOHN 
DONALD MCFEE/JANE WATSON FR101 
(FR101) 

M 17/06/1773 615/ 10 90 Stevenston 

 
  

https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/record-results?search_type=people&event=(B%20OR%20C%20OR%20S)&record_type%5B0%5D=opr_births&church_type=Old%20Parish%20Registers&dl_cat=church&dl_rec=church-births-baptisms&surname=McPhee&surname_so=syn&forename=John&forename_so=starts&sex=M&record=Church%20of%20Scotland%20(old%20parish%20registers)%20Roman%20Catholic%20Church%20Other%20churches&field=surname&sort=asc&order=Surname
https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/record-results?search_type=people&event=(B%20OR%20C%20OR%20S)&record_type%5B0%5D=opr_births&church_type=Old%20Parish%20Registers&dl_cat=church&dl_rec=church-births-baptisms&surname=McPhee&surname_so=syn&forename=John&forename_so=starts&sex=M&record=Church%20of%20Scotland%20(old%20parish%20registers)%20Roman%20Catholic%20Church%20Other%20churches&field=forename&sort=asc&order=Forename
https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/record-results?search_type=people&event=(B%20OR%20C%20OR%20S)&record_type%5B0%5D=opr_births&church_type=Old%20Parish%20Registers&dl_cat=church&dl_rec=church-births-baptisms&surname=McPhee&surname_so=syn&forename=John&forename_so=starts&sex=M&record=Church%20of%20Scotland%20(old%20parish%20registers)%20Roman%20Catholic%20Church%20Other%20churches&field=parent_names&sort=asc&order=Parents/%20Other%20Details
https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/record-results?search_type=people&event=(B%20OR%20C%20OR%20S)&record_type%5B0%5D=opr_births&church_type=Old%20Parish%20Registers&dl_cat=church&dl_rec=church-births-baptisms&surname=McPhee&surname_so=syn&forename=John&forename_so=starts&sex=M&record=Church%20of%20Scotland%20(old%20parish%20registers)%20Roman%20Catholic%20Church%20Other%20churches&field=year&sort=desc&order=Date
https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/record-results?search_type=people&event=(B%20OR%20C%20OR%20S)&record_type%5B0%5D=opr_births&church_type=Old%20Parish%20Registers&dl_cat=church&dl_rec=church-births-baptisms&surname=McPhee&surname_so=syn&forename=John&forename_so=starts&sex=M&record=Church%20of%20Scotland%20(old%20parish%20registers)%20Roman%20Catholic%20Church%20Other%20churches&field=parish_number&sort=asc&order=Parish%20Number
https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/record-results?search_type=people&event=(B%20OR%20C%20OR%20S)&record_type%5B0%5D=opr_births&church_type=Old%20Parish%20Registers&dl_cat=church&dl_rec=church-births-baptisms&surname=McPhee&surname_so=syn&forename=John&forename_so=starts&sex=M&record=Church%20of%20Scotland%20(old%20parish%20registers)%20Roman%20Catholic%20Church%20Other%20churches&field=parish_number&sort=asc&order=Parish%20Number
https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/record-results?search_type=people&event=(B%20OR%20C%20OR%20S)&record_type%5B0%5D=opr_births&church_type=Old%20Parish%20Registers&dl_cat=church&dl_rec=church-births-baptisms&surname=McPhee&surname_so=syn&forename=John&forename_so=starts&sex=M&record=Church%20of%20Scotland%20(old%20parish%20registers)%20Roman%20Catholic%20Church%20Other%20churches&field=district&sort=asc&order=Parish
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            Appendix G 
Children of John McPhee from 1770 to 1811 

Source: Scotland’s People Church of Scotland  OPRs on 17th March 2020 
 
 

Surname Forename Parents/ Other Details   Date Year Parish 
Number 

Ref Parish 

MCPHEE ANN 

JOHN MC PHEE 
KATHRINE MC 
DONALD FR135 
(FR135) 

F 20/12/1772 1772 107/ 
10 

46 
Urquhart and 
Glenmoriston 

MCPHEE DUNCAN 
JOHN MC PHEE 
MARY MC DONALD 
FR134 (FR134) 

M 30/08/1772 1772 107/ 
10 

45 
Urquhart and 
Glenmoriston 

MCPHEE ALEXANDER 

JOHN 
MCPHEE/JANET 
MCKINVAN FR11 
(FR11) 

M 14/02/1775 1775 520/ 
10 

13 
Kilmallie 

MCPHEE SARAH 

JOHN 
MCPHEE/JANNET 
MCKINVAN FR25 
(FR25) 

F 11/05/1777 1777 520/ 
10 

27 
Kilmallie 

MCPHEE JOHN 

JOHN 
MCPHEE/CATHARINE 
CAMPBELL FR245 
(FR245) 

M 24/12/1777 1777 525/ 
10 

249 
Lismore Appin 
and Duror 

MCPHEE DUNCAN 

JOHN 
MCPHEE/EUPHIE 
MCLACHLAN FR256 
(FR256) 

M 27/03/1784 1784 525/ 
10 

260 
Lismore Appin 
and Duror 

MCPHEE DUNCAN 

JOHN 
MCPHEE/ISABEL 
MCMILLAN FR68 
(FR68) 

M 31/10/1785 1785 520/ 
10 

70 
Kilmallie 

MCPHEE DUNCAN 

JOHN 
MCPHEE/ISBELL 
MCLACHLAN FR272 
(FR272) 

M 19/09/1787 1787 525/ 
10 

276 
Lismore Appin 
and Duror 

MCPHEE CHRISTIAN 

JOHN 
MCPHEE/CHRISTIAN 
CAMERON FR72 
(FR72) 

F 28/04/1787 1787 520/ 
10 

74 
Kilmallie 

MCPHEE MARY 
JOHN 
MCPHEE/SALLY 

F 09/01/1791 1791 507/ 
40 

89 
Campbeltown 

MCPHEE ALEXANDER 

JOHN 
MCPHEE/AGNES 
MCPHEE FR527 
(FR527) 

M 12/07/1797 1797 501/ 
20 

218 
Old or West 
Kilpatrick 

MCPHEE CATHARINE JOHN MCPHEE/ F 20/08/1797 1797 520/ 
10 

106 
Kilmallie 

MCPHEE ARCHIBALD 
JOHN MCPHEE/ 
MCMILLAN FR144 
(FR144) 

M 20/04/1800 1800 520/ 
10 

160 
Kilmallie 

MCPHEE ARCHIBALD 
JOHN MCPHEE/ 
MCMILLAN FR167 
(FR167) 

M 20/04/1800 1800 520/ 
10 

136 
Kilmallie 

MCPHEE DUNCAN 

JOHN 
MCPHEE/MARION 
MCKENWIN FR1211 
(FR1211) 

M 07/09/1801 1801 507/ 
40 

218 
Campbeltown 

MCPHEE NORMAN 
JOHN MCPHEE/JEAN 
MCINTYRE FR113 
(FR113) 

M 20/03/1801 1801 524/ 
10 

108 
Kilninver and 
Kilmelfort 

MCPHEE MARGARET 
JOHN MCPHEE/JEAN 
MCINTYRE FR125 
(FR125) 

F 14/09/1804 1804 524/ 
10 

120 
Kilninver and 
Kilmelfort 

MCPHEE JOHN 

JOHN 
MCPHEE/CATHRINE 
CAMERON FR55 
(FR55) 

M 04/03/1805 1805 505/ 
10 

51 

Ardnamurchan 
and Strontian 
or Sunar 

https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/record-results?page=16&search_type=people&event=(B%20OR%20C%20OR%20S)&record_type%5B0%5D=opr_births&church_type=Old%20Parish%20Registers&dl_cat=church&dl_rec=church-births-baptisms&surname=McPhee&surname_so=exact&forename_so=starts&record=Church%20of%20Scotland%20(old%20parish%20registers)%20Roman%20Catholic%20Church%20Other%20churches&field=surname&sort=asc&order=Surname
https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/record-results?page=16&search_type=people&event=(B%20OR%20C%20OR%20S)&record_type%5B0%5D=opr_births&church_type=Old%20Parish%20Registers&dl_cat=church&dl_rec=church-births-baptisms&surname=McPhee&surname_so=exact&forename_so=starts&record=Church%20of%20Scotland%20(old%20parish%20registers)%20Roman%20Catholic%20Church%20Other%20churches&field=forename&sort=asc&order=Forename
https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/record-results?page=16&search_type=people&event=(B%20OR%20C%20OR%20S)&record_type%5B0%5D=opr_births&church_type=Old%20Parish%20Registers&dl_cat=church&dl_rec=church-births-baptisms&surname=McPhee&surname_so=exact&forename_so=starts&record=Church%20of%20Scotland%20(old%20parish%20registers)%20Roman%20Catholic%20Church%20Other%20churches&field=parent_names&sort=desc&order=Parents/%20Other%20Details
https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/record-results?page=16&search_type=people&event=(B%20OR%20C%20OR%20S)&record_type%5B0%5D=opr_births&church_type=Old%20Parish%20Registers&dl_cat=church&dl_rec=church-births-baptisms&surname=McPhee&surname_so=exact&forename_so=starts&record=Church%20of%20Scotland%20(old%20parish%20registers)%20Roman%20Catholic%20Church%20Other%20churches&field=year&sort=asc&order=Date
https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/record-results?page=16&search_type=people&event=(B%20OR%20C%20OR%20S)&record_type%5B0%5D=opr_births&church_type=Old%20Parish%20Registers&dl_cat=church&dl_rec=church-births-baptisms&surname=McPhee&surname_so=exact&forename_so=starts&record=Church%20of%20Scotland%20(old%20parish%20registers)%20Roman%20Catholic%20Church%20Other%20churches&field=parish_number&sort=asc&order=Parish%20Number
https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/record-results?page=16&search_type=people&event=(B%20OR%20C%20OR%20S)&record_type%5B0%5D=opr_births&church_type=Old%20Parish%20Registers&dl_cat=church&dl_rec=church-births-baptisms&surname=McPhee&surname_so=exact&forename_so=starts&record=Church%20of%20Scotland%20(old%20parish%20registers)%20Roman%20Catholic%20Church%20Other%20churches&field=parish_number&sort=asc&order=Parish%20Number
https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/record-results?page=16&search_type=people&event=(B%20OR%20C%20OR%20S)&record_type%5B0%5D=opr_births&church_type=Old%20Parish%20Registers&dl_cat=church&dl_rec=church-births-baptisms&surname=McPhee&surname_so=exact&forename_so=starts&record=Church%20of%20Scotland%20(old%20parish%20registers)%20Roman%20Catholic%20Church%20Other%20churches&field=district&sort=asc&order=Parish
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MCPHEE KATHARINE 

JOHN 
MCPHEE/MARY 
MCMILLAN FR171 
(FR171) 

F 19/04/1805 1805 520/ 
10 

167 
Kilmallie 

MCPHEE ARCHIBALD 

JOHN 
MCPHEE/CATHRINE 
CAMERON FR55 
(FR55) 

M 27/02/1805 1805 505/ 
10 

51 

Ardnamurchan 
and Strontian 
or Sunar 

MCPHEE ANNE 

JOHN 
MCPHEE/KATHARINE 
CAMERON FR176 
(FR176) 

F 05/05/1807 1807 520/ 
10 

172 
Kilmallie 

MCPHEE MARY 

JOHN 
MCPHEE/MARION 
MCMASTER FR59 
(FR59) 

F 10/01/1807 1807 505/ 
10 

55 

Ardnamurchan 
and Strontian 
or Sunar 

MCPHEE DUNCAN 

JOHN 
MCPHEE/JANET 
MCPHEE FR179 
(FR179) 

M 06/05/1808 1808 520/ 
10 

175 
Kilmallie 

MCPHEE DONALD JOHN MCPHEE/ M 17/07/1808 1808 520/ 
10 

177 
Kilmallie 

MCPHEE EWEN 

JOHN 
MCPHEE/CHRISTIAN 
RANKEN FR185 
(FR185) 

M 05/02/1811 1811 520/ 
10 

181 
Kilmallie 

MCPHEE MARY 
JOHN MCPHEE/ANNE 
CAMERON FR30 
(FR30)   

F 22/04/1811 1811 505/ 
10 

27 

Ardnamuchan 
and Strontian 
or Sunar 

MCPHEE JEAN 
JOHN 
MCPHEE/CATHARINE 
FR30 (FR30) 

F 12/05/1811 1811 505/ 
10 

27 

Ardnamuchan 
and Strontian 
or Sunar 

MCPHEE ANGUS 
JOHN MCPHEE/KATE 
CAMERON FR186 
(FR186) 

M 26/05/1811 1811 520/ 
10 

182 
Kilmallie 
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Appendix H 
Marriage of John McPhee & Christ’n Cameron 

March 1786 in Crieff 
“March 1786 – John oag McPhee in Crieff & Christ’n Cameron in Achnacarry” 
Source:  Scotland’s People OPR Marriages 520/ 10 229, Kilmallie, p229 of 243 
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Appendix J 
Christina McPhee, born 28th April 1787 in Crieff, Kilmallie.  

“McPhee, Christ’n dau. to John McPhee & Christ’n Cameron in Crieff April 28th 1787” 
Source:  Scotland’s People OPR Births 520/ 10 74 Kilmallie, p74 of 243 
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Appendix K 
Birth of Catharine McPhee– in 1797 in Callich 

“Baptized “20th August 1797, McPhee, Catharine Dr of John & 
of …. [original record left blank here] …. Caellich” 

                    Source:  Scotland’s People OPR Births 520/ 10 106, Kilmallie, p106 og 243 
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Appendix L 

Birth of Archibald McPhee – in 1800 in Kilmallie 
“1800 April 20 - McPhee – Archd son of John of …[original left blank]….McMillan – Kilmallie” 

Source:  Scotland’s People OPR Births Kilmallie 520/ 10 136, Kilmallie, p136 of 243  
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Appendix M 
Births – several Margret or Margrat McPhee 

1789 in Crieff PERTH, 1803 in Urquhart & 1811 in Fort William 
 

“Margrat McPhee, born March 12, 1803 in Urquhart, Inverness, Scotland. 
Daughter of John Page McPhee and Christian (Cameron) McPhee 

Sister of Christina (McPhee) McLean and Catherine McPhee” 
Source:  WikiTree, Kaye McArdle, profile manager 

 

WIKITREE 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FAMILY SEARCH 
 

“Margret McPhee, born 1789 in Crieff PERTH, parents John Oag McPhee & Christian Cameron” 
“Margret McPhee, born 1811 in Fort William, parents John Oag McPhee & Christian Cameron” 
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Appendix N 
Baptism- Ewen McPhee – 1811 in Garvan  

“1811, Feb 5 - Ewen McPhee son of John McPhee & Christian Ranken – Garvan” 
Source:  Scotland’s People Baptisms, 520/ 10 181, Kilmallie, p181 of 243  
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Appendix P 
1841 census, John McPhee, Corran?? born c1771,  

Household in Corran??, parish of Glenelg * John McPhee, fisherman??, aged 70 yrs, born c1771 
* Catherine McPhee, aged 83 yrs, born c1758 

Source: Scotland’s People, 1841 census, 097/ 3/ 7, p 7 of 17 
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Appendix Q 
1851 Census – John McPhee, born Glenelg c1767 

Household at 77 Muirshearlich * John McPhee, aged 84 years, visitor, born c1767 in Inverness Shire, Glenelg * Duncan 
McPhee, head, married, aged 36, farmer of 4 acres, born c1815 in Kilmallie * Mary McPhee, wife, married, aged 36, 
born c1815 * Ann, Betsy & Alexander, 3 children aged 6,4 & 2 yrs, all born in Argyll shire, Kilmallie. 

Source:  National Records of Scotland, Census 1851, 520/ 17/ 22, page 22 of 27 
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Appendix R 
1841 census – John McPhee, 65 yrs, Banavie Upper, loch keeper 

Household in Banavie Upper * John McPhee, head, loch keeper, 65 yrs, born c1776, * Ann McPhee, 55 yrs, c1786 
Source:  Scotland’s People, 1841 census, 520/ 13/ 13, p13 of 23 – Kilmallie 
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Appendix S 
1851 census – Banavie Easil - John McPhee, age 82 

Household at 61 Banavie Easil * John McPhee, head, married, loch-keeper of Caln Canal, aged 82, born c1769 in 
Inverness Bracadale * Ann McPhee, wife, married, aged 70, born c1781 in Inverness Shire, Kilmonivaig * John, son, 
unmarried, general labourer, aged 35, born c1816 in Argyll Shire Kilmallie. 

Source: National Records of Scotland, Census 1851, Kilmallie Parish, 520/ 17 / 18, page 18 of 27. 
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Appendix T 
1851 Census – Camaghael – John McPhee – aged 92 

Household at Camaghael * John McPhee, head, pauper, aged 92, born c1759 in Inverness Shire, Kilmallie * Jean 
McPhee, wife, pauper/agricultural labourer, aged 61 years, born c1790 in Argyll Shire, Bowmore * Margaret McPhee, 
lodger, widow, pauper/agricultural labourer, aged 64, born c1787 in Inverness Shire, Kilmallie * Euphemia McPhee, 
grand-daughter, unmarried, scholar, aged 5 years, born c1846 in Argyll, Kilmallie    

Source: National Records of Scotland, Census 520/ 17/ 1, p1 of 27 
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Appendix U 
1841 census – John MacPhee, 75 yrs, Blarmachfoldach, Kilmallie 

Household at Blarmachfoldach * Dugald MacPhee, head, ag lab, 30 yrs born c1811 * Margaret, 60 yrs born c1781 * Mary, 
33 yrs, born c1808 * Marjory, 19 yrs, born c1822 * John, 75 yrs, born c1766 

Source: Scotland’s People, 1841 census, 520/ 5/ 3, p3 of 11 
 

 
 


